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Summary of NSF Literature Review
in Science Education

As, many of you know, the National
1,Science Foundation sponsored three

large-scale studies of science edgca-
non, mathematics education and social

r, science education. These studies took
different for"ms for each' project. One in-

I" volved a nationwide survey of the public
Da schools. This survey research was coor-

dinated by Iris Weiss atthe Research
t riangle Institute in North Carolina.
Robert Stake and Jack Easley and others .

..".."conducted a series of case studies in
which the investigatOrs spent an ex-
tended period of time in the public-
schools and the communities they serve.
The third took the form of a literature
review covering the period 1955-1975.
This literature review was done by. per-
sonnel from the ERIC Clearinghouse for
Science, Mathematics and Environmen-
tal Education and from the ERIC
Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social
Science Education.

This issue of the ERIC-SMEAC news-
letter will provide a summary of the
major findings from the science educa-
tion portion of the 1955-1975 literature
review. The purposes of this review were
(1) to review, analyze, and summarize
the appropriate literature, related .to
pre-college science instruction, to sci-
ence teacher education, and to, needs
assessment efforts; and (2) to, fclentify
trends and patterns in the preparaton of
science teachers, teaching prqotices.
curhculum materials, and needs as-
sessment in science edocation,for this
twenty year period.

The twenty year time span was choseo
because during this time. an unparal-
leled amount of activity in science ecu-
cation took place. Millions of dollars
were spent in tbe devOopment of sci-
ence curriculum materials. The de-
velopment of science:Course improvp-
ment projects involved, tdr probably the
first time, scientists, esiucators and
learning theorists. In addition exter)sive
programs to upgrade and update the
science content background of leachers
were available as were programs'de-

) signed to train science teachers in the
) use of the new curricula. This marktod

the first major inveStment of federat

monies directly i'n curricular and nstruc-
tional concerns.

In order to identify the literature to be
surveyed for th9 project, a copprehen-
sive search of the ERIC. data base' was
made (Resources in Educatiorr, Current
Index to Journals in Education). The '
Education incleX, qacier's Guide to

,, Periodical' Literatuxe,' and Dissertation
'Abstracts' international were also

earchea 'for reievaFtt doeuments. Col-
lections of federal agencies were also
included in the literature search. Ques-
tionnaires were sent to all state de,part-
merits of education requesting informa-
tion and documents dealing with stet
guidelines and pcAicies, enfollment apil
course offering inlOrmatiOn, sumniary'
statistics, annual reports, planning dO-
uments, etc. Visits were Made to 14
states by members of the project taff.

Over 6,000 documents were identified.
The decision to select and review repre-S
sentative documents was made. Docu-
ments included in'the review were cho-
sen because of one or more of the follow-
ing tha'racteristics: (1) denérali7a *My
of results based upon size of popula on,
sampling techniques, and method of
analysis; 12) surnmarizatiop Of data or
research reports; (3) importance or sig-
nificance as indicated by publication in a
refereed journal or as a committee.re-
port; (4) representativeness of a type or
kind pf document. The final selection
contained approximately ten percent of
the documelits Viet might have been in-
cluded in the review.

The final leport wxis divided into five
major seo,ttons: existing practices and
procedures in schoOls, science teacher
education, controlling and financing

reducation. needs assesSment efforts.
/ and a summary and trends of needs and

,
. practices.

School 'Practices
and Procedures

Practices and Procedures In Schools

Data for this section were obtained
from a !eview of over 600 individual re-

search studies, state and federal docu-
ments, and joUrnal arti-ales..When stu-
dent enrollment was considered;several
trends and influenães Were identified.
Enrollment in elementary schools in-.
created from 1955-1959;. with ,the peelc
for grades K-6 bingin 1968 :. Since 1909
enrollments have dweased: Puttlic
secondary school enrollmefh ha in-
creased eactryear since 1955,-urrtil 1977.
Betweer?,T555,..and-1976 pOlic secon-
dary sahool enrollment rod-re then dou-
bled.- Causes for.this-appear to be both
the increased birth rate and the in-
Creased holding power of the schools.

BaSed ion current elementary school
enrotIrnents, current non-public school
enrollment trends, and the expected
holding power of the public schools, a
deorease in enrollmetnt is projected until
at least 1985.

Both expansion and reduction of en-
rollment have resulted n changes in the
public schools. Increased -enrollments
have meant increased school staff, in-
creased expenditures for school build-
ings, and an increased varcety of courses
offered by the public schools. Declining
enrollment results most obvioi3sly in de-
creased revenue. This causes budget
reductions, Staff cuts, and- decreased
needs for materials and equipment

In terms of esganizational pattern.
most schools are grouped at grades K-6
or 1-6 or K-8' or 1-8 for elementary
schools and grades 7, 8 and 9 or 7-8 for
junior high schools, with high schools
housing grades 10-12 or 9-12. Middle
school patterns are emerging but there
is as yet no one predominant pattern of
middle school organization. The most
common pattern for teaching science in
the elementary grades is the self-
coptained classreom. The use of de-
partmentalization and special teachers
in grades 6-8 is receiving increased em-
phasis. Secondary school science is
taught, in most instances, by persons
whose primary area of certification is
science. White there are some analyses
which indicated team teaching for sci-
ence classes, the individual teacher
teaching a class is by far the most com-
mon pattern



In the mid-J970's the usual sehoot day
consisted of six or seven 45-60 minute
periods. Many teacherS consider that
sueh a schedule reduces the opportunity
for many science laboratory periods anti
outdoor activities. However, probably
fewee than ten percent of the.schools
have any, modular schedule or type of
plan that differs from this. Substantial
modification of daily school schedults
does not appear to have gained much
support in the past two decades, al-
though much has been written about the
usefetness of flexible schedules that
allow for time variations.

Curricular Patterns: Elementary School
Science

During the late 1950's and early 1960's
considerable interest was focused on,
what should be taught and how it should
be taughtStudies indicate that about 80
percent of the primary teachers and 90
percent of the intermediate grade
teachers based their instruction in sci-
ence on e single textbook. A curriculum
for most schools was a textbook series
for grades 1-6 (or 8) or two -series, one
used for the lower grades and the sec-
ond, for the upper grades.

Science educators felt that if ecience
in the elementary sehools was to be im-
proved, there should be more care and,
emphasis on the selection of content,
reduction in the amount of content to
allow for more depth, better organiza-
tion of the way content was taught, more
emphasis on the processes of science,
more "hands-on- science activities
rather than reading about science, and
the use of a greater variety of media and
materials for teaching science. Exten-
sive National Science Fouedation sup-
port was provided for the development
of a number of alternatives to textbook
programs for elementary school science
in the 1160s.

Such programs as the Elem.4ntary
Science Study (ESS). Science-A Process
Approach (SAPA). Science Curriculum
Improvement Study tSCIS), and others
have had a marked effect on both clas-
sroom instruction and curricelum
guide:s and on other instructional mate-
rials prepared by publishers. Data from
surveys indicate that about 30 percent of
the elementary schools surveyed have
used or are using
materials Use vares from s
and within a state, however.
dicating the use of Osrtesof the
school curriculum progr
sponsored) frequently repo
two or more programs.

Many of the elenientary school sci-
ence curricula sh9w the influence of
learning theory In science teaching,
through the incoeporatiori of the ideas of
Gegne. Bruner or Piaget. Recent mate-

-sporreored
e to state
hools'in-

lernentary
ms (NSF-

t the use of

,
rials show the impact of concetyS about
the environment and ,naturateresources
and the conservition of energy. During
'the past five yea/1s there has been grow-
ing concern on the part of educators and
citizens that knowlddge objectives of the
elementary school programs were de-
emphasized too much. Some of the
recently-produced materials illustrate
this concern, as do textbook adoption,
patterns with a reducation in ernt
phasis on laboratory work in science in
many echools. .

Few elate are available relat.ive to
materials yse arid to the quality of ie-
struction\ Most of the available research
studiee fkeus 'on reports about a few
teachers o agrot.ip explicitly involved in
an inservie curriculum development
project or iri, lementation activity. Most
studies have eot followed teachers over
time to deterije the retention of gains
in content kno dge or teaching'skill or
in the improve nt of instruction as il-
lustrated by stunt achievement or at-
titudes toward s ce. .

Research revie d indicetes thak- the
teacher's philos6 )y regarding what
science should be ktght and how sci-
ence should be tau e has a strong in-
fluence on the way teers teach. This
frequently is not a vare included in
the data collection.

Curricular Patterns: Secondary School
Science

When both elementary and scondary
school science programs
dered. there is a fact that nee to ..to.)e

kept in mind/ As school districts are
consolidated and as enrollment n-
creased, a small nuniber of school
tricts have come.to enroll a substan .

percentage of the public school stuie
detets of the United States. Approxi-
mately 29 percent of the students in the
U.S. are enrolled in the 184 largest
school districts. The 760 largest school
districts have about45-58 percent of the
studentsenroted. Therefore, a relatively
small number-of school districts deter-
mine the educational programs for a
large number oi pupils

cienceprograms in the secondary
schbols have also undergone consider-
able change from 195-1975! Prior to
Sputnik I U.S. citizens were concerned
about educating and training specialists
en scien'ce, mathematics and engineer-
ing, with this concern related primarily
to,national-security and to the scientific
and technological progress attributed too
the Russians. The science curriculum
was predominantly the textbook. Cur-
ricula were constructed by purchasing a
series of vi,oce textbooks. Data ob-
tained from states and from reviews at
surveys indicate the Holt books were the
seience curriculum in a large number of
schools for grades 7-12. Holt dominated
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the market in b ology; chemistry, and
physics.

After putnik I there was extensive
production of instructional materiais in
science. In addition to funds from the
National Science Foundation, the
Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (ESEA) and the National Defense
Education Act (NDEA) Provided consid-
erable finaneial support for curriculum
development, the purchase of equip-
ment and for teacher education. The
materials produced showed a redu.ced
emphasis on "practical science" and an
increased emphasis on concepts and
processes of science. Until the early
1970's these materials did not have
much enSphasis on the interaction of
science and society.

The influence of Natidnal Science
Foundation fundino in curriculum deeT
veloprnerit has alsO been apparent when
other science instructional materials are
considered. Textbooks and laboratory
manuals ..noti funded by NSF prbjects
show NSF influence in topics consi-
dered, types of laboratory actiyities in-
cluded, content deleted, as well as in the
organilation of materials'.

Relatively few content areas in science
appear to be banned or restricted on a
widespread basis. Only humen repro-
duction and evolution as scierice topics
are restricted in any substantial number
of schools. Restrictions on teaching
about human revoduction appear to
have been substantially reduced in the
last decade although* evolutidn con-
tinues to be a topic debated when sci-
ence curricula are considered in some
states or locelities.

In the middle 1950's .general science
was the most common course in grades
7, 8 and 9. In the late 1950's and continu-
ing into the 1970's general science
course enrollments have declined, with
the most common replacements for this

irse being courses in life science or
pysecai science or earth sdience. En-'
rof#rit in earth science courses
sho d a sharp riSe in the two decades
coverl by the literature review, with
most his increase being in courses in
grades 8 and 9.

The pe centacie of students taking
science irOlgrades 10, 11 and 12 in-
creased senCk the mid-1950's through
the e rly 1970 However, for about 50

of high kehool students, biologyperc
is the last scienc4;course taken = usu-
ally in grade 10. PC increase in biology
enrollment occurre rom 1955 through
the early 1970's, clue ert rt (probably) to
the increased holden power. of the
schools. 'In the past thre e years enroll-
ment in biology has decre sed slightly.
Some of this decrease may kdue to the
fact that other science course:teare avail-
able. Courses in marine beology,
oceanography, physiology, intettrat,el
science, and efivironmentayscienctepay

4.



attract students who onbe ,considered
biology es a desirable alternative to
chemistry or physics for their high
school science credit.

There was a small percentaqe of en-
collment gain in chemistry classes in the
1960's and early 1970's. Since 1971 the
percentage of students enrolled in
chemistry has declined slightly. The per-
centage of students enrolled in physics
ind physical science courSes increased
slightly in the 1960's and early 1970's,
also, with decreases in enrollment since
1972. The decrease in enrollment was
larger for phypcs than for physical sci-'
ence.

Percehtage enrollments in advanced
science courses (second year biology,
chemistry. physics) have shown a Slow
but steady increase, with advarlced biol-
eigy the most predominant. These ad-
vanced science courses appear to h'e av-
ailable primarily in largerehigh schools.

The number of Vieece courses of-
fered as alternatives to the usual se-
quence of biology, chemistry and
physics oi physical science has shown a
substantial increase since the late
1950's. Many of then courses are of-
fered as one7semester units. Substantial
incleases in enrollment in such courses
have occurreti in the past five years.

Objectives for teaching secondary
schoel science seem to be in transition.
Reports of studente' Jacking practical
knowledge as shown by National As-

, sessment evaluations have led to in-
'creased interet in thiS aspect of .sci-
ence. The inclusion of environMental
concepts. Societal concerns and world
problems, sieile,inedeoision making, and
studies of an ir44rdisciplinary nature hap ,
resulted in some refqrmulation of the ob-
jectives for science teaching.

Science instruction: Elementary
School

While curriculum and instruction ap-
pear closely related. research on inser-
vice teachers has shown that teachers
use similar materials-in different ways as
well as use different materials in similar
ways. With the exception of the Inter-
mediate Science Curriculum Study
(ISCS) program and a few other projects.
little has been done to change the struc-
ture of the teacher-student relationship
in science classes.

The minimum competency movement
has had very little noticeable effect on
elementary school science at this time.
Surveys completed in the early 1970s
provide data to indicate that there is less
emphasis in: science on laboratory ac-
tivities and field trips and more emphasis
on materials thet can be used for read-
ing. It es difficult to identify reason's for
this pattern, However. e study by the In-
stitute for Educational Development

published in 1969 reported that patterns
of materials selection may be related to
size of school district, its socio-
economic character, financial con-
straints, and attitudes of school system
personnel involved in materials selec-
tion.

In toe elementary schoois (especially
in the larger districts), class size has de-
creased befween 1960 and 197-5. More
hands-on instruction takes place in the
elementary schools in scierice since the
NSF projects were developed than tic-,

---surred prior to these programs but a
sObstantial number of elementary
teachers still do not emphasize labora-
tory activities. Equipment available for
teaching science has increased, in large
part due to NDEA funds, wtth the use of
educational television and films being
highest in the lower elementary grades.

Elementary teachers surveyed in the
eerty 1970's still indicate as barriers to
teaching science the same items as
these identified in the survey which Paul-

, Blackwood conducted in the mid-
1960's: (1) lacke.of consultant' seNces,
(2) leck of suOlies, (3) lack of room
facilities; (44 insufficient funds, (5) lack
qf sufficient knowledge, (6) lack of Viser-
vice opportunities*, t7) inability to impro-
vise, and (8) unfamiliarity with methods
for teaching science. Research indicates
that when these barriers are removed or

\.,,reduced, the pattern of teaching is dif-
ferent but that insufficient effort has
been made to reduce these barriers.

Science itistrualon: Sec6ndary School

With 'the exception of the mid-1960's
survey of practices in junior high
schools, conducted by, L.E. Rogers
(1967), no large-scale surveirs of secon-
dary school science instruction for the

. late 1950's and 1960's were identified.
In the- eerIY 1970's a series of survey
studies was 'conducted by doctoral stu-
dents at The Oh`ro State,University. Re-i
plication of selected aspects of these
studies has provided additional data
about secondary school science instruc-
tion.

There has been an increase in the use
of student-centered activities in science.
However, the lecture-discussion method
still dominates. About half the schools
surveyed indicated students were
grouped for science instruction, most
frequently in grades 7, 8 and 9 since
courses in grades 11 and 12 tend to be
elective. Some authors consider that
chemistry and physics courses are self-
selective based on the way they are cur-
rently taught.

Sctrools have become better equipped
for science instruction. Federal funds
have been used by over 50 percdnt of the
schools to augment equipme4t. Some
work has been done on individualized
and self-paced science courses but a
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Nte ry small itumber of students is ex-
posed to these approaches. NSF-funded
science curriculum materials have pre-
sented -`problems, for average an\d
below-average seidents due to high
reading levels and difficulty of some of
the concepts presented. The use of edu-
cational television and of computers ap-
pears to be increasing. Since 1955, the
number of alternative materials for
teaching science has increased mar-
kedly, presenting local schools with
'problemsavhen they need to select and,
sequence these materials for science.

One aspect of the Ohio S,tate survey
, studies involved the identification of

correlates of effective instruction and
'good science programs. Over 50 percent
of the respondents frorh the national
sample identified these variables as im-
portant: (1) science facilities, (2) ad-
mi6ielrative support, (3) staff coopera-
tion, (4) small classes, (5) a reasonable
number of separate subject "prepare-
tionseand (6) good instructional 'materi-
alsaMso iden ttfied. but as less important,
were (7) teaching load, (8) inservice Vu-
cation, ancrT9) salary.

State requirerdents indicate that sci-
ence is required for only one or twe years
of a four year high school program. Fifty.,
percent or more'of the' high school stu-
dents complete their science graduation
requirement via a' ourse in biology,
ueually in the tenth grade.nere is, then,
virtually no ihipact on these students re-
lativeto science in their last two years of
high school. For most, their last physical
science course was completed je junior
high school. The role of science in the
secondary school curriculum remains
unclear. What science high school stu-
den'tsyshoUld learn also remaineuncleer.

?Science Facilities and Equipment

There is widespread agreement in the
literature about theeimportance of sci-
ence laboratories and facilities in the
science program. A survey of 850
schools in 7 states showed that about
half of the schools lacked adequate lab-
oratory space and about 'one-third
-lacked adequete storage space. Data
from the QSU srveys produced similar
findings. Approximately 94 percent of
fhe respondents rated science facilities
in one of the two highest categoneS of
important factors for a quality science
program.

Sufficient space for preparation, stor-
age arid student activities is related to
specific science curriculd in many
schools. Attempting to teach science in
a regular classroom, without modifying
it in some appropriate way, is not likely to
be effective. Rogers, in her survey of
junior high school science, reported that
More than 25 Percent had no laboratory
facilities. No specific studies at this level
conducted in more recent years were



identified kto know if these conditions
have changed.

In the OSU survey secondary-schools
were reported as having an annual
budget for science equipment and
supplies in about 64 percent and 76 per-
cent of the cases, respectively. Most
budgets reported were from one to three
dollars per pupj4er year. Again, in the
1967 junior highAchool study, about 70
percent of the Schools' reported having
budgets for equipment and supplies for
science but 20 percent reported n o such
budget items.

NDEA funds have helped in the pur-
chase of science equipment and
supplies. Sixty-nine percent of the sec-
ondary schools reported using such
monies for science equipment purchase
and for supplies. In addition, 15 percent
reported usinglIDEA funds for remodel-
ing science facilfties in secondary
schools. About 66 percent of the elemen-
tary schools 'reporting indicated that
NDEA funds had been used for science
equipment and supplies, according to
the OSU survey studies. Such data ap-
pear to support the assumption that any
alteration in federal funding would have
a clear influence' on sciente programs.

Science Teacher
Education

Literature reviewed for this section of
the project report related to both preser-
vice science teacher education and in-
service education. Journal articles, re-
search reports and reviews, state of the
art papers, state certificaticin standards
and guidelines proposed by profes-
sional oroanizations and groups were
reviewed.

ht

Pre'service Science Teacher Educa-
tion: Guidelines 4s..Certification I
.1

The guidelines mosfwidely referred to
in science teacher edUcation are those
developed by the National Association of
State Directors of Teacher Education
and the American Association for the
Advancement qt Science (NASDTEC-
AAAS). These guidelines are concerned
with both the preparation of elementary
teachers to teach science and mathe-
mattes and of secondary school science
and mathematics teachers

In 1961 NASDTEC and A AS proposed
a set of guidelines which was rapidly ac-
cepted. These guidelines, eight of which
were considered common to all scienbe
fields and to mathematics, emphasized a
thorough, college-level study of the sub-
ect which the preservice student "was
preparing to teach, with a mai& in the
subject area rather than in education.
This major was to include work in areas
related to the sUbje.ct to be taught. Ap-

propriate methods courses were to be
included in the si;reservice student's
program. This proglam was also to take
into account the recommendations for
curriculum improvement made at that
time by various national groups.

At that time (1961) the American public.
was cencerned about upgrading the
public schools. One approach to this
was to upgrade the preparation of future
teachers. In addition, the Natio4)al
Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education ,(NCATE) helped bring about
change by ifsking institutions seeking
accreditation for their teacher education
program's to show how these guidelines
were being used.

The ctimate in the schools changed
during the decade of the. 1960's. This
change Was sufficient to make a revision
of the 1961 NASDTEC-AAAS guidelines
seem appropriate. In 1971 apew set was
produced. This set foctiied on 12 areas
of concern: (1) hunianeiSess: (2) societal
issues, (3) naVre of science annnathe-
matics, (4) science competencies; ,(5)
mathematics for science teachers, (6)
basic mathematiCs competencies, (7)
aloorithms and cOmputing, (8) modeling
in science and mathematics, (9) corn-
municalion of science and mathematics,
(10) learning conditions, (11) materials
aed strategiestior teaching, and (12)
continuous learning.

The 1971 guidelines did not overlook
subject matter requirements. However,
they had a broader focus than those of
.1961, relating teacher education to lib-
eral education. They also ,emphasized
the idea that future teachers needed not
only to be competent in their cont4nt
area but they also needed to be familiar
with societal issues and to develop a
humane atmosphere in which teaching
and learning are to take place in the
classroom.

Because the 1971 guidelines are con-
cerned with more thari content profi-
ciency, their impact is less easy to as-
sess. When state certification criteria are
considered, very little influenceis appa-
rent. Certification standards still focus
on number of hours of Work completed
in.,the area of certification.

Again, trends in certification stan-
dards are difficult to identify. Certifica-
tion is still basically a function of each%
individual state and, within a state, cer-
tification is based primarily on the "ap-
proved program- approach. Under this
approach. each institution preparing
teachers works within the broad
framewak specified by the state de-
partment of education for certification
and translates these criteria into specific
courses or preparation programs for a
particular college or university. This
provides institutions with much flexibil-
ity. It also makes.the institution, rather
than the state. responsible for decidifia if
an individual should be recommended

for certifieation. While states such as
Maryland, for example, provide informa-
tion to the effect that state standards for
certification should be regarded as min-
imal and local systems may establish
higher standards for certification, there
is no indication that this "permission to
increase rigor" is ever commonly acted
upon.

As the American population became
more mobile, reciprocity has been a
topic of k'icreased concerior teachers.
Some states, such as Arfflbna, do not
extend reciprocity to teachers with out-
of-state certification although they do
permit teachers to teach, with temporary
,certificeition, while completing require-
ments for more permanent certification.
Other states specify that reciprocity will
be extended to graduates of teacher-
educationf programs approved by
NCATE, which is a national voluntary ac-
crediting agency.

Content requirements irrscience for
certification of elementary school
teachers appear to have changed little
over the past two decades. While some,
states specifically indicite a certain
number of credit hours/courses in sci-
ence, others cOnsider science only as a
part of the general education compo-
nent of a preservice student's under-
graduate program.

When secondary science teacher pre-
paration requirements were considered,
the picture changed. After Sputnik, sci-
ence content requirements for most
state certification proorams increased.
This reversed a previous trend in which
the number of credits for professional
education courses frequently exceeded
that of content 6,ours in a subject to be
taught. Certification patterns are still,
however, based largely en courses com-
pleted rather than upon classroom per-
formance, despite the increase in arti-
cles in professional journals about
competency-based/performance-based
teaoher education-certification.

Preservice Science Teacher Educa-
tion: Programs-Al

Much of the p rn description ma-
terial was located in professional journal
articles although two ERIC publications,
"In Search of Promising Practices 'in
Science Teacher Education" (1973) and
"Secondary School Science Teacher
Education: Where Are We Going?"
(1974). both produced as cooperative ef-
forts with the Association for the Educa-
tion of Teachers in Science (AETS), do
provide some program descriptions. The

*programs described are representative
of those in bot,h elementary science
teacher education and in secondary
school science teacher education.

During the years of the literature re-
view program modifications for elemen-
tary teachers have been made to include



a gYeater emphasis on process skill de-
velopment, both for the preservice
teachers and for their future pupils.
Other changes reported in teacher edu-
chtion programs involve the inclusion of
such topics as humanism, relating sci-
ence to contemporary social issues and
problems (both ol which reflect the 1971
NASDTEC-AA/?.,S guidelines for teacher
preparatio providing more and
more-exten ed field based experiences
pnor to stutlent teaching, and involve-
ment with inner-city students and other'
minority groups.

Seale science ejucators have re-
ported their institutions to be involved in
competency-based or performance-
based teacher education. This has oc-
curred either because personnel at an
institution are anticipating a change to-
ward this approach or have been man-
dated to make the change. Advocates of
PBTE/CBTE state that programs will
benefit because (1) preservice teachers
will be placed in classrooms to demon-
strate their skills rather than remaining
on campus and/or (2) progress of the
preservice student will be controlled by
the student himself rather than by
courses completed. However; teacher
educators and inservice teachers are not
always in coMplete agreement about the
competencies needed nor about the
time at which the competencies should
be demonstrated. Some college faculty
are concerned that the development of
the CBTE/P8TE apprdach to te:acher
preparation will mean that non-
education faculty members (and their
disciplines) will have little influence on
the teacher certification process. The
concern has also been expressed that
competency-based certification stan-
dards may be developed without the
capacity to assess adequately or to re-
medy a deficiency once it is foun.d.

Although some states have ce-ntifica-
non standards for junior high sehool or
middle school teachers, the science
education literature does not indicate
that colleges and, universities have pro-
grams specifically designed to prepare
science teachers to work with junior
high or middle school pupiis. There ap-
pears to be a lack of support fforn pro-
fessional science education organiza-
tions for the education of teachers for
junior high schoolimiddle school sci-
enoe. Perhaps state departments of
education will have to support and en-
courage colleges to develop such pro-
grams by setting certification standards
for junior high schoolimiddle school
science teacher certification.

Preservice Science Teacher Educe-
Aon: Research

Much of the research material con-
sisted of doctoral dissertations, journal
articles reporting doctoral dissertations,

and yearly reviews of research (identify-
in'g primarily doctoral dissertations).
Very few studies were of the scope that
allowed for adequate generalizability to
large problems in science education.
Many studies appeared to lack a sound
conceptual basis relative to the hypeth-
'eses tested or the questions investi-
gated. Many failed to deal with other
categories of variables that might be re-
lated to the specific variables under
study.

While the studies lacked rigor, some
showed that novel training experiences
did produoe some changes in teacher
perceptions of one kind or 'another.
However, there was little or no indication
if these changes were temporary or not.
Nor was there any indication of whether
actions in classrooms related to particu-
lar sets.of attitudes or perceptions. Also,
the components in the training pro-
grams that might have accounted for
these chafges were not identified.

'Studies of teacher attitudes and val-
ues did not always include information
about whether any correlations existed
between the attitudes teachers held and
the way they taught. Research related to
teaching skill development, classroom
interaction (primarily verbal), and the
use of microteaching increased during
the past seven to ten years. This increase
may be due, in part. to the increased
concern for competency-based teacher
education.

More research has been published re-
lative tb secondary science teacher pre-
paration than to the preparation of
elementary teachers to teach science.
The number of studies in the area of the
education, characteristics, and behav-
iors of teachers has increased signifi-
cantly from 1972 through 1974.

When research published during 1974
was considered, studies seemed to indi-
cate that effective programs could be
developed to teach science process
skills to elementary teachers, that this
training was likely to influence the way
teachers cpnduct sciehce lessons. that
participation in designing and carrying
out investigations of their own was likely
to be the most important component of
such programs, that knowledge of sci-

content was not highly related to
the development of process skills, and
that leachers in activity-centered pro-
grams had more favorable attitudes rela=
nye to -science than those in the more
traditional science programs.

Despite the increase in the amountof
research produced. more research
needs to be done particularly follow-
up studies of graduates, to determine
the effectiveness of science teacher
education programs. Research also
needs to bedone if any theory of instruc-
tion relative to science teaching is to be
developed, at either the elementary or-
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the secondary school level. However, in-
vestigators, both doctoral students and
more established science educators,
need to pay attention to criticisms of sci-
ence education research identified by
reviewers of research and to improve
their efforts.

Inservice science teacher education
Professional organizations have not

developed specific sets of guidelines for
inservice education for science
teachers. This may be due in part to:the
fact that inservice education appears to
mean different things to different
people, with little agreement concerning
its purposes. The continuing education
of experienced teachers may not be
generalizable but may be specific to the
local setting.

lnservice education may be inferred
from certification standards based on
the criteria which must be met if a
teacher is to exchange an initial certifi-
cation credential for a more permanent
one, but this does not hold true for all
states. Several broad goals of inservice
education are identifiable: skill training,
acquisition of information, attitude
change, and general self-improvement.

Preservice programs, no matter how
field-based or competency-oriented;
cannot educate a prospective teacher so
thoroughly that the need for additional
skill development is eliminated. Much
inservice education has been ac-
complished through programs funded
by the National Sciere Foundation:
academic year institutes, summer insti-
tutes, cooperative college-school sci-
ence programs. In general, NSF insti-
tutes and programs have had a benefi-
cial effect on the teacher participants.

Generally, inservice activities Rave
been designed to help experienced
teachers keep -current in their content
area or gain new skills. Inservice educa-
tion activities have tended to ignorelhe
problems of beginning teachers end
have failed to help beginning teacher
become master teachers. Instead, ing4r=
vice activities have, in addition to im-
proving content knowledge. concen-,,,
trated on helping teachers deal with the
proliferation of educational hardware,
function adequately in relation to new
educational tasks (such as mainstream-
ing) or become more aware of informa-
tion related to learning and instructional
theory. More work needs to be done to
evaluate the effectiveness of inservice
education activities, however. Programs
and activities appear. in many instances.
to be developed to meet a specific need
at a particular time with little thought to
sequence and continuity of inservice
programs The net effect is often of the
patch-work or band-aid variety with little
or no formative or summative evaluation
of programs and activities being done



When one attempts to gain a descrip-
tion of the present scien:ce teaching
population and to relate this description
to possible inservice activities, elemen-
tary and secondary levels need to be
considered separately. Elementary
school science teaching stll appears to
be handicapped by deficie?teies both in
course content and in teaching method-
ology, as well as by inadequate teaching
conditions in the public schools.-Secon-
dary school science teachers appear
better prepared (decrease in number of
teachers without a college degree, large
number of ,NSF institute participants),
younger (25 percent of the science
teachers sampled in the OSU study had
been teaching (our years or less), and
relatieely satisfied with the career they
chose. Whenlunior high school science
teachers are' considered as a separate
subgroup of secondary schaol science
teachers, these people (on the whole)
lack depth in more than one area of sci-
ence. yet, many fill general science
teaching assignments (whi.ch assume
both breadth and depth). Junior high
school science teachers are lesS satis-
fied with the science curricula available,.
considering them less relevant to their
pupils than they could be. They also ex-
press dissatisfaction with teaching con- %
ditions in terms of classroom facilities,
equipment and storage space.

Inservice S Teacher Education,:
Research

Again, most of the research literature
relative to inservice science teacher
education is of the doctoral dissertation
vthiety. The 'Nriticisms idehtified earlier,
in this report hold true for research on
isiservice education as well as for pre-
service education. Reports of research
abeut ins'ervice programs were often
lacking in sufficiee,t detail to ensure re-
plication, if this should be de'sired.

Despite all 6f the reports of- NSF
teacher education efforts. Welch in a.
1976 article in Science Education stated
that no careful study of the infleence of
the NSF curriculum pr4cts on teacher
education had been made. Nor has the
influence of NSF material on teachess
and teaching been )nvestigated. There
also appears to be a need for the sys-
tematic study of success in achieving the
general goals of the, improvement of
education for careers in science and the
development of scientific literacy, ac-
cording to Welch.

Some research has been done relative
to the influence of inservice programs
involving use of science curriculum pro-
ject material and teacher behavior.
There have been inconsistent findings at
the secondary school level. However, at
the elementary school level, there gem-
orally was an increase in student activity
accompanied by an increase in teacher'

procedural statements. (These findings,'
and others, are contained in the 1973
AETS-ERIC Review *of Research on
Teacher BehaVior.) Both the 1970 and
1973 NARST:-ERIC Reviews of Research
contain, positive findings relative to
educating teachers to use curriculum
project materials.

Science Teaching Today

The need for inservice education con-
tinues. leathers have expressed needs
for help in motivating students, in indi-
vidualizing materials for instructionsand
in the use of problem solving and deci-
sion making strategies, to name 'a few
expressed- needs. Information process-
ing skills are needed by teachers to cope
with the ever-increasing amount of sci-
ence knowledge as well as methods for
helping their students process informa-
tion. If teachers are better prepared in
their content area and more skilled in
teachiag teckniques'ind strategies, they
stpuld be able to better promote student
learning.

Science teachers in the 1970's are
faced by public demands for accourita-

4 bility, for a return to lie basics (Vvhatever
'basics- is defined lb mean), and for im-
provement of test results reported by the,
National Assessment of Educatiopal
Pro6 ress (NAEP). Through NAEP efforts,
science knowledge was tested in 1969-
'70 and in 1972-73. When data from these
two rounds of testing were compared.
there appeared to.be cause for,concern.
The NAEP scores showed that (1) ap:
proximately 65,000 fewer 9-year-olds na-
tipnally could answer typic,ai sciefice
questions in 1973 than in 1970, (2) ap-
proximately 70,000 fewer 12-year-olds
could respond satisfactorily to typical
science questions ip 1973 than in 1969.
and (3) approximately 80,000 fewer 17-
year-olds could answer science quesi
tions correctly in 1973 than in 1969. -"

What has caused this drop in stuchiet
learning?-ls' it more apparent than real?
Opinions. appear mixed. A 'seminar
.spop.sord by the Thomas Alva 'Edison
Foundation and the institute for De-
velopment of Educational Activities, Inc.
(I/DIE/A) resulted in a publiction which
identified, 20 possible causes for the
drop In learning. ,Seminar participants.
itt the responsitiihty .for this decline
s ould. not be assumed by teachers

' alone but that it should be shared by
parentscourts. legislatocs, bureaucrats.

-and school administretors.
A more recent explanation fqr the ap-

parent phenomenon of declining test
stores was presented at the 1977 meet-
ing of the le,liltienal Science Teachers As-
sociation. In a paper presented there,
Welch identified several possible expla-
nations: (1) invalid tests, (2) failure of
schools to do their job properly. (3) out-
of-school influences, (4) less time speynt
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on science, and (5) reduction in intelli:
gence related to genetic factors and in-
creasina family size. However,, Welch
suggeste,d, the drop in test scores may
be dae to)an increase in the affective
outcomes of schooling. Using data from
350 science cl'asses to support his
hypothesis, Welch reported that in 1972
and 1976 pupils were tested with the
Welch Science Process,. Inventory and
the Test ef Achievement in Science, a
test composed of NAEP items. Also,
8,000 pupils completed -two affective-
measures: Sciendii Attitude Inventory
an d LearningA Environmental
Inventory-Satisfaction, Statistically'sig-
nificant declines on the achievement
test and the process inventory Were
found. However, significant gains on
measures of class satisfaction and sci-
ence attitude were also identified.-
Perhaps, while students may be learning
less science, they are enjoying it moisS.

Controlling and
Financing gclucation
Contesting Education

/-
School pelicies are shaped by many

forces. BetWeen 1955 and 1976 the state
governments have-expanded their ac-
tivities in the number or functions ip
which they are involved in school stroce
tural organization, finance, curriculum
and instruction. The 'influence of the
state governments on science educatien
has increased since '1955, due to regult
ations both related to science and not re- ,
lated tci science. Both types Of regela-
tions can provide-positive oc negative,
influences on science education.

'Policies regarding sChool size ahd
scriool consolidation, the school cur-

, riculum, certification, selection and pur-
chase of textbpoks and other instruc-
tional materials, an'd 'minimum com-
petencies and ac'countability. are all di-
rectly related to science teaching. In ad-
dition, policies regarding equality of
educational opportunity for minority
groups and for the handicapped also in-
fluence how science is taught.

In recent years the number of legisla-
tion and regulation items that relate to
schools has increased. While funds have
been provided by states for some of
these ,reeuirerrients. in other cases no
monies have been allocated. Passaae of
legislation or reoulations Without funds
is frequently an action influencing cur-
riculum. State governments differ mar-
kedly in the types andextent of influence
they exer,f on elementary and secondary
education. Regional patterns of influ-
ence also exist. Data examined for the
hterature review suggest the role of the
state in science education is more im-
portant than commonly thought and the



influence' of the state appears to be
growing..

Financing Education

When data related to school rceteeeee
sources were coneiderese three patteTtis
were identified: (1) increas,ing support
kern tlie federal government beginnipg
primarily in the late 1950's and extend-
Mg through 1965-66; (2) the percentage
of state support has not stiown a similar
increase since the late-1950's, althou§h
the last three years suggest some ppssi-
ble change; and (3) the perçentabe of
local 'support has shOwn a 'general ae:.

s State data for 1973-74 show that states
differ substantially both on their sources
of -funds per pupil and the revenue wit!'
expenditures'per pupil. Differences also'
.exist among the many cornenunities
Within a state. These differenoles have
marked effects on science programs.

Since the late 1950's it appear at
categorical state fundelave fr
followed the pattern of fedei fund
The present stage of federal participa-
hen in education began after World War
11. From-1945-1952 funding \Nes primarily
to aid veterdns ine9btainifig 4n educa-
tion. During the last twenty to twenty-five
yearsJunding patterns have chaeged to
suppOrt programs which influence
elementary and secondary education.
Such activities as the National Science
Foundation's teacher institute programe
and course centerit iMprovement pro-
jects are obvious. Also influential are the
-National DefenseZducation Act of 1958.
the Vocational Education Act Of 1963.

.the Economic Opportueity Act of 1964,
and the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act of 1965.

.

.11here was growing federal suppoet in
total dollars for science education from
the late 1950s threeigh 1968. Beginning
in 1964-65, federal legislatioreseressed
the disadvanteged, career and voca-
tional education..equality of educational
opportuhity. -bilingual education and
other activities. In some instances fed-
eral programe requited matching money
from local scholls. This sometimes re--
suited in reallocation of funds with less
money being allotted to science educe-
hon. Another, result was the discon-
tinuance of special programs when fed-
eral support was no longer available.
Since 1968, the financial assistance
priorities established by federal pro-
grams and followed biestates and moSt
lbcal schools have placed less emphasis
on support* for science edutation. This
change is also reflected in th-e'iadt that
science is seldom included in the first
evaluatiOn efforts of those states in-
volved in the minimuM compeeency (for
promotion, graduation) movement.

When school funding is considered,
both block aid and categorical aid are

apparent. If the purposeof the funding is
to allow the schools to use funds in ways
deten-nipech by them, block aid allows
these decisions to be made by the state
or-local unit. If the purpose of the funde
is to accomplish a defined objective, the
use of categorical aid,is more likely to be
succedsful. A., revievepf recet funding
legislation indicates a reduction of
categorical tedpral aid for eoience edu-
cation eince the late 1960'S'. Sased, on
past patlerns of state and feaeraefund-
ing, it.is not likely, that many states Will
give science a hiah priority if 'federal
legislation doees-not.

The pattern of support for public
schools indiqates a general decline in
the percentage of local revenue support
for local schools. The problems 'which

s result have been documented in many
, reports and publications: 'inequality of

tax base, differencee in percentages of
homes with school-age.children in vari-
ous communities; differences in in-
creases or decreases of student enroll-
ment during a fiscal yearedifferences in
educational needs and problems in dif-
ferent communities, among niany prob-
lems. From analyses of schobl financing,
schools that currently have a low tax
base per pupil and that depend heavily
on !geel revenue will be most subject to
problems previously described.

With the increasing mobility of -the
American population, especially within
the statesincreesed state support of
schools for the educational program
needs to be carefully eeamined. Frustra-
tion of local reform efforts is high. Major
reform efforts may have to be ac-
complished et the state level;

Cost Effectiveness of Science instruc-
tism

Very few studies related to the cost
effectiveness of science programs'were
founotit the literature. Analyses of local
school budget summaries for 11 states
shbwed the major costs to a,school to be
(1) teacher salaries.. (2) building Con-
struction payments. (3) building opera-
tion and maintenance, (4) transporta-
tion, (5) administrative and staff elaries,
and (6) instructional materials and
supplies. Teacher salaries are usually
the rnajor cost variable and are affected
by (1) oupillteacher ratio. (2) teacher's
step on the salary schedule, and (3)
amount of teac/ her and staff time re-
quired for Mstruction and planning.
Most of the slildiet'earialyzed involved
only afew teachers and seldom included
information regarding salaries.

Instructional material costs represent
a very small percentage of most school
budgets. The amount is surprisina, con-
sidering the investment in the otker five
.areas listed previously. To demonstrate
any substantial cost effectiveness of one
successful program over another would.
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require maNfpulation of staffing patterns
and/or bf.#1cling use. Such research is
needed. Cffrent technology can proyide
instructional alternatives not available in
the 1950's and 1960's.

Needs Asspssment
Efforts f.

,
When literature for this section of the

rePort" was considereg, both general
..educational- riefrds and needs specif-
icXy related tp science education were
considered. 0I5ocuments that were na-
tional in scepe as well as those of a more
regional or gtate-wide focus were in-
'eluded theeeview.

Needs;: General Education

major need, identified j,n nearly every
pertinent document reviewed, was for
improved financing of education. Basic
skill,s,eaarticularly including reading,
mathematics, communication and lan-
guage arts skills, and furidaMental
knowledge in such areas as science, so-,
cial science, and other discipline areas,
were4among the top needs identified in a
majority oftthe casei. Equal educational
oQportunity for ferneles, blaciks, Indians,
persons of Hispatfic origin, migrants,
inner city %students, rural students, and
bilingual students was identified as a
major need.

Within the last decade, concern has
increased for acceuntability in educa-
tion. This includes both accountability
for learning (such as performance con-
tracting, competerp-based education,
and minimum performance require-
ments for graduation and program
management (such as PPBS, manage-
ment by objectivesemanagement infor-
mation systeMs, and school consolida-
tion and reorgenization). Concern for
vocational or career skills and knowl-
edge has become increasinaly impor-
tant.

Life-long learning is also of increesina
importance at the state level. This im-
plies educational concerns beyond the
i4vel currently seen as the limit for for-
mal education.

Desegregation aed related educa-
tional protelems, including financing, is a
concern in many school systerns. Con-
cern for exceptional children and for
special education. especially reflecting
the needs of the handicapped, con-
tinues. There appears to be some in-
crease in concern for the gifted' stu-
dentS.

A number of schools indicated con-
cern for programs to decrease the
number of students dropping out of
school. Dealing with the student as an
individual, in terms of develqping a posi-
tive self-image and also in individualiz-



in9 instruction, is of increasing impor-
taoce. Increasing problems with discip-
line and student management are re-
Oected in many publications. Discipline
was fisted as one of three major prob-
lems of education in the Third Annual
Report of the National Council of Educa-
tional Research, in Educational 'Re-
search: Cimits d Opp9rtunities, a 1977
publication. This concern has been ex-
pressed in the literature prior to 1977,
however. Frequently concern fer discip-
line igslinked with concern for the poorly
moti\iated student.

Concern for health and physical fit-
ness appears to be an area that has re-
ceived attention by the states The need
.for knowledge about health and health
science topics has long been reflected in
the science curriculum. Sorne of the re-
cent science programs such as Human
Sciences and Me Now reflect the in-
creased attention to health, indicated as
a need for education in general.

The needs briefly discussed here by no
means constitute an exhaustive l*ing.
.Those needs focused on in the litertiture
reView were those appearing often and
in a va'riety of sources and were assumed
to represent the needs that appear to be
thoSe most urgently demanding atten-
tion. The needs of,education are asubset
of the needs of society. To study these
a task trf extreme complexity.

Needs: Science Education

If the needs of education are a snbset
of the needs of society, then the needs of
science education are a subset of the
needs of education. Again; those which.
appear most critical, based on the litera-
ture review, win be discussed here.
These needs.for science education have
been derived4rorn legislation, from state
educational policy guidehnes, from re-
ports of committees and conferences,
from research studies and surveys, and,
in some instances, from the broader
educational needs identified earlier.

Stabilized and improved funding is a
critical need in sdence education. The
implications of decreased funding thr
science education are not yet, for the
most part, well-documented in the litera-
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ture. Discussicins with personnel in vari-
ous state departments of education re-
vealed several problems stemming from
reduced finances. First, and probably
most critical, was the assignment of
teachers to second and third teaching
areas, either in addition to or instead of,
their assignment to major areas of
speciafization. Such a situation would
probably lead to lowered educational
quality due to less-than-adequate
teacher backgrounds.- Second, in-
creased class size has resulted from de-
creased finances. This-poses a problem
with safety in the science classroom,
particularly if laboratory instruction is
involved. Thirawduced funds avaitable
for purchasing equipment, materials.
and supplies affects the quality of the
science program. Teachers have ex-
pressed 'increasing concern for the
availability of lower-cost materials and
for increased inservice education as

/budgets decrease.
Another problem involves small, rural

schools and large urban school systems
competing for (he same basis for fund-
ing when they have quite dissimilar prob-
lems. Small schools, .due to limited
numbers of teachers as well 'as of stu-
dents, typically offer fewer program al-
ternatives than do large systems. In
times of reduced budgets small schools
may be disproporttonately affected by
losing some of the options they once
had.

Yet another budgetary problem at the
state level has resulted in the trend to
eliminate many sUpervisory positions in
the content areas and of altered assign-
ments for state department of education
personnl. State-level supervisors are
now often'operating out of their areas of
speciahzation or, in some rinstances.
generalists are now attempting to pro-
vide serVice in specialized areas.

The problem of funding for sc ence
education does not appear to be one that
win be solved simply by channeling
money into the educational system. An
effective approach might be to establish
the priorities or objectwes for science
education and then to fund the program
accordingly. In trying to avomplish
specific objectives. funding by categon-
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cal programs appears to be more effec-
tive than funding by block grants.

The objectives for science education
have rrnained relatively stable over the
past twenty years. The basic and con-
tinuing need for science education, ap-
pears to be for curricula that include (1)
facts, concepts, and principles; (2) in-
quiTy and investigative processes; (3)
some emphasis on the interacfion of sci-
ence and society; (4) the development of
appreciations and attitudes favorable to
science; (5) career knowledge and
awareness relative to science;, and (6)
relationships of self and environment.

Science curricula and instructional
materials are needed that are more flexi-
ble, are.appropriate for a wider range of
student abilities, and that reflect emerg-
ing societal concerns.

To re-emphasize a concern expressed
earlier in this literature review, there is a
need Jor improved inservice eduça4on
for sciencetachers. From a rev of
the literatu ., it is clear that the n&ed for
inservice education exists. What does
not exist is complete agreement on what
needs should be met by inservice pro-
gram and how_ the programs should be
constructed.

Continuing research in science edu-
, cation is vitally needed. Research which
results in the identification of strategies
that facilitate teaching or learning is
needed, as is the application of research
findings to teaching and learning. Be-
cause of the increasingly strong concern
about declining achievement in science,
as in other areas, research is needed
which deals with some combination of
factors identified as influencing this de-
cline in scores. Regression analysis in
which the amount of variance attributa-
ble to certain factors can be determined
should be considered, to avoid unduly
crediting or disregaidino possible con-
thbuting elements. Also, care must be
taken in interpreting existing research
which does not indicate the amount of,
varianth accounted for by reported fac-
tors.

Equally important, the results of re-
search in science education must be
communicated to classroom practition-
ers if research is ever going to improve
classroom Mstruction. Some successful
ongoing mechanism(s) for this com-
munication should be developed and
put into action.
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Summary 01 NSF Literat Review in Mathematics Education
This second issue of the ERIC-SMEAC

newsletter is focused on the review of
literature related to rnathematic educa-
tion which:was a pt of one of the three
large-cale studies funded by the Na-
tional ,Science Foundation, For those
readers who might not have received the
'previous issue of this newsletter, the
studies were (1) e nationwide surveY of
the public schools, coordinated by Iris
WeiM Reseerch Triangle Institute,
NOrth Carolina; (2) a series of case
studies:of public schools and the com-
munities they serve, conducted by
Robert Stake and Jack Easley at the Uni-
versity of Illinois and others; and (3) a
ltterature review covering the period
1955-1975, conducted by personnel
-from the ERIC glearinghouse for Sci-
ence. Mathematics and Environmental
Education and from the ERIC Cleann-
ghouse for Social StudiestSocial Sci-
ence Education.

The purposes of the literature review
were (1) to review, analyze, and sum-
marize appropriate literature related to
pre-college science instruction (for
"science,- read also mathematics and
social science), to science teacher edu-
cation, and to needs assessment efforts:
and (2) to identify trends and patterns in
the preparation of science teachers.
teaching practices. curriculum materi-
als. and needs assessment in science
education for this twenty-year period.

The reyiewers for the mathematics
education portion of the project (Marilyn
N. Suydam and Alan Osborne) focused
on two questions: (1) What were and are
current practices in mathematics educa-
tion for curriculum, instruction, teacher
education, performance of learners, and
needs assessments during the twenty
year period begihning in 1955? and (2)
Was Ihe information about practices
used or ignored in decision-makino
concerning policy in education during
the wenty year period'?

T o recent ptiblications had analyted
asp cts of mathematics education: the
1970 yearbook of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics. .4 History of
Mathematics Education in the United
States and Canada, as a source of infdr-
mation about events and practices for
the first two-thirds of the twenty year
period, and a 1975 report of the National

-
Advisory Committee on Mathematics
Education, Overview and Analysis of
School Mathematics prades K-12, con-
taining extensive in`formation about
more recent history in mathematics,
education. Suydam and Osborne
searched- for additional sourges of in-
formation that would complement and

tsup-date these publicatio .

Three major themes ere treated in
the mathematics educ.ati n literature re-
view: (1) The Schoolsrorganizationall
instructional and curricular patterns, as
well as information concerning facilities,
equipment, costs and student charac-
teristics: (2) The Teachers-7---preservice
and inservice education, as well as in-
formation concerning background,
competence and behaviors: and (3)
Needs Assessmentplanning docu-
ments, systematic needs assessments,
and progress assessments. Each theme
served tg organize a rnajor section of the
literature review.

Existing Practices in Schools
Practices in the schools were consid-

ered relative to an overview of activities
in: mathematics education during the
past 20 years. This period has.been one
of continuing curriculum reform, with
mathematicians and educators workingt
as a team..Extensive federal funding has
occurred. with federal poticy increas-
ingly affecting curricular development.
The roles of federal agencies (NatIoril
Science Foundation, Office of Educa-
tion, National Institute of Education)
have changed as these agencies have
assumed varying degrees of responsibil-
ity for the cost of curriculum develop-
ment and teacher retraining. During this
period there has been a marked increase
in research as well as in development
efforts in mathematics educativn. There
has been a concern for the mathernat,
ically able, especially at the secondary
level, as well as a concern for the`thsad-
ventaaed. especially at the elenlentary
level. .

The need for curriculum reform has
been generated by different factors at
different points in time. In 1955 the inf-
luential factors were public dissatisfac-
tion with existing curricular outcomes
and concern from mathematicians and
mathematics educators for curriculum

Irt

reform. In 1965, important factors were
the patterns of declinina achievement
scores, 'especially at the college entr-
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bacit.evlevel, and pressures for accounta-

Orgarilzationel patterns. Educators
are concerned with meeting the needs of
individual students and increasing
achievement. Many, approaches have
been tried (the use of mathematics spe-
cialists in elementary schools, team
teaching, open classrooms, alternative
schools, etc.). However, a review of re-
levant dOcuments supports the finding
that.the graded, self-contained class-
room at the elementaty-school level and
the fixed-perioa schedule of the secon-
dary school have remained the predoM- .

inant patterns over the past 20 years.
-Authors of reviews of research have"

concluded that there appears to be no
one organizational pattern which will in-
crease student achievement in matke-
mfitics. Good teachers can be effective
regardless of the nature. of Atte school
organizational pattern. However,' re-,
searchers have given little attention to
reasons why some teachers may be.
more effective with one pattern than with
another.

Mathematics curriculum, content. As
it is reflected in textbooks, curriculum
guides. and descriptions of courses, the
content of school mathematics curTicula
has phanged over the past 20 years. In
the elementary school, "arithmetic'. has
given way to4"mathematics- in a cur-
riculum that incorporates varying
amounts of geometry, probability and
statistics. functions, graphs, equations,
inequalities, arid aldebraic properties of
number systems. At the secondary level,
a comparison of leading commercial
texts revealed-b h change in emphases
and inclusion cli hew content. "New
math- has np.frben a single pheriome-I
non. It ha een series of developments
that evolved and changed continuously.

Initially. cUrriculum reform focused on
.the college-bound student at the secon-
dary school level, while most. early
416mentary sotiool projects developed
supplementary materials. Changes in in-
tent accompanied changing needs. Em-
phasis was placed on structure. rigorous
deductive proof. exploration,and correct



terminology, with changes.in sequence
and inclusion of topicsWethodological
emphasis was placed on developing un-
derstanding.

As reflected in print, the content df
school mathematics curricula changed.
However, while the number and vari4ty
of courses offered at the secondary
school level increased, inclusion of
":new math" content in the elementary
school may be illusory,'

Currieulum guides vary in format and
emphasis. They 'have little variance in
Content, with the impact af the California
"strands" approach evident in, many

. guides. Behaviorally-stated objectives
distinguished many 1965-1975 guides
from earlier guides. The need to dis-
seminate information to iecrease im-
plementation of new curricular ideas
became apparent.

Since 1966, data clearly indicate that
enrollment in secondary school mathe-

' matics courses has increased, especially
in advanced mathematics courses.
Thus, more students are studying more
.mathematics. A large percentage of stu-
dents has studied materials developed
by one or another of the curriculum re-
form projects. Enrollment patterns seem
relativgly stable in the 1970's. with con-
-tinued small increases in advanced
courses and in basic or remedial math-
emetics.

-
Mathematics instruction. Knowledge

of what goes on in schools is limited,
Few ,studies have described the actual
class situation. However, some oener-
alizations can be made relatiVe to clase.
size, time allotment and use, teaching
approaches, and the differentiation of
instyuction.

Approximately 20 percent of the
elementary school day is allocated to
mathematics, with the number of mi-
nutes increasing with grade level. At the
secondary school' level, approximately
200-300 minutes per week are allocated
to mathematics. A large portion of time is
taken up by non-instructional activities
(control, classroom routines, othecr
managerial duties). How time is used
may be of more importance than how
much time is available. Higher achieve-
ment is likely to result when more than
half of the time is spent on developmen-,
tal activities.

Classrooms have changed little over
the past 20 years. despite the' in-
novations advocated. Predominant pat-
terns continue to be, instruction with
total-class groups. Jell-and-show fol-
lowed- by seeework at .the elementary
school level and homework-lecture-
new homework/it the secondary school
level: and the use of a sinale textbook
but few other materials.

It appears that no one mode of nstruc-
floe can be considered ':best.- Meaning-
ful instruction promotes achievement,
retention, and transferall accepted
goels of instruction. Teachers believe

that activity-oriented instruction should
be used. Few actually use it.

Teachers 'f requently do not differ-
entiate instructions,They tend to gear in-
struction to skills already achieved by
their students. Various means ean be
used to differentiate instriktion, Includ-
if-1g grouping for specific needs. How-
ever, many teachers find it difficult to
group for mathematics instruetion.

There is little evidence th4t self-paced
programs for individualized instruction
ere any more effective than "traditional",
instruction. Most low-ability pupils'find it
difficult to function "using self-paced
programs. Such programs cost much
more than traditional' instruction. The
disadvantaged student can profit from
special attention,,but suqh students dif-
fer individually mcre than as a group.

The needs of the talented are snot
being well-served in the 1970*s. Enrich-
ment programs are especially needed
for those in small schools, Advanced
Placement serves the needs of those
who are going touse mathernatics better
than it does the needs of thcAe who are
going to major in mathematics. The Ad-
vanced Placement Program in mathe-
matics requires that a school carefully
'design a curricul hat will accelerate
studeett, Th successful ,schools
begin-The ion process early in
the juni i. school experience. The
AP program does not work well in
eehools which have designed a program
.ffording students AP opportunitiei only

l,
in thetst year or two of secondary
schoo

Achievement evaluation_ The role of
evaluatipn continues to be important in
the determination of educational policy.
The scope and role of evaluation have
greatly expanded during the 1955-1975
period. Evaluation information is now
expected to provide guidance for pro-
grammatic decisions, whereas in 1955
its priMary use Was in terms of standard-
ized tests and decisions concerning in-
dividual stedents.

, Standardized tests have assumed in-
creasing importance. Recognition that
scores from tests are being misused has
iecreased; many people still believe the
important outcomes of schooling can be
adequately appraised by achievement
tests. The limitation of the useof tests for
developing instructional outcomes is
being emphasized by many leaders.

The greatest change in testing has
been the increasing use of objective or
criterion-referenced tests. such as be-
havioral objectives that were em-
phasized in the 1960's. At that time
(1960's) behavioral objectives were an
issue. In the 1970's there is less concern
for the form of objectives and renewed
concern for the intent of the objectives.
Instructional objectives and test items
compare favorably on content invgiving
knowledge of computation, but not on
content concerning geometry, mea-

I

surement, and ,other topics. Insufficient
Attention has been given to the testing of
higher-order ot?jectives (e.g., problem
solving or analytic thought).

Student characteristics. Five charace4e/
teristics were identified as the foci for
discussion of relevant literature: ap-
titude. attitudes, self concept, sex differ-
ences, and socioeconomic status. Most .
of the retearch indicates that aptitude,
as measured by intelligence.tests,,is
highly correlated-with mathematics
achievement. There may be a general in-
tellectual factor for ability in mathemat2
ics, but it is suggested-fret mathematical
ability consists of a number of factors.
Prior experiences, verbal ability, reason-
ing, arid sciatial ability are related to
mathematical ability. The role of lan-
guage, sex, age, and heredity needs
futthersstudy.

Many people belieN:re that mathematics
is kelisliked by most studetnts or, at the
leAt, is: not a favorite eubiect. However,
research indicates that attitudes toward
mathematics art generally positive in

.- the elementary school and appear to
peak at approximately age 12. Tkeye is
limited evidence that.attitudes toward
mathematics were slightly more favor-
able' in the 1960's than they were in the
1950's.

When reasons for liking' or disliking
mathematics are donsidered, several
jtudies link dislike to frustration with
/word problems: possibilities of making

and "not being
good at" as reasons s nts identify for
mistakes, too many

their feelings. Reasons for liking math-
ematics include the idea that working
with numbers is fun and presents-a chal-
lenge, that mathematics is l6giou, and
that there is need for mathematics in
practical living. Attitudes toward math-
ematics may vary with sex (results are
not consistent). If there is a differehce in
attitude toward mathematics by boys
and girls, this difference'oan probably be
attributed in large part to a societally-
induced expectation.

While mathematics educators and re-
-searchers believe that attitude toward
mathematics is related io achievement
in mathematics, there appears to be no
meaningful or significant, relationship
between the two. Whether self concept
is significantly related to mathematics
achievement has not been definitively

ce rta ned

Sex-relatedelifferences in mathemat-
ics achievement are not universal across
the factors relateckte mathematical abil-
ity. Differences f-ei-eptitude and achieve-
ment vary more with individuals than by
sex. Girls and boys at the early elemen-
tary school level do not differ signifi-,
cantly in mathematical achievement. In
upper elementary and'early high school
years, differences were not always appa-

..rent. When differences did occur, they



livere likely to favor boys on high
tasks and gi Is on computation. No con-
ctusIons"regârdng sex differe'ves can
be reached concerning secondary
school students. Fewer girls take math-
ematics, however. Socio-cultural factors
appeer to be involveçt. Societal expecta-
tions, which have ch in the past 10
years in terms of won1enrotes, do not
seem ,to have produ d c anges at the
Secondary school leve wKere peer inter-

, relationships are very importallt.

Socioeconomic factors appear to ac-
count, for much of the variance in math-
ematiss achievement. Evidence seems

, to indiklate 'that socio-economic status
and achievement in mathematics are
correlated, but that the school has little
hope of narrowing the achievemen't dif-
ferential between sdcio-economic.
levels.

Instructional materials. Textbooks,
supplemented by workbooks and other
materials for seatwork or homework, are
heavily relied upon in mathematics
teaching. The textbook is theprimary de-
terminant of mathematics curricula.
Many teachers use no instructional ma-
terials except tbe textbook and the
chalkboard. ;

Aboiat half the states have mandated
texaiook adbption lists, with more states
having multiple text adoptions than was
observable 20' years ago. Howeyer, a
'single textbook- is sfill used in most
classrooms.

"- While there is variance across
teAbooks 9t the elementary schOol level,
the basic cqmpoYients o$ the cyrriculurp
have become standardized, so that the
v'ariance is largely in terms of amount of

,space allocated to a topic, approach,
&rid design. At the secondary school
level, tider variance-is 'obvious as- the

'type of'course varies. Teachers tend to.-
follow the textbook closely with jegard
to content selection and Sequencing,
though they may skip,or ignore compo-
nents which they do not consider essen-
tial. 'Supporting, the contention that the'
textbeok influences what is learned is a
report by Begle,-published in 1973, iden-
tifying different patterns of achievement 4

; associated With the Use of different
textbooks.

ReadabiJity 'has been of specific con-'
cern for. at least-10 years when textbook
selection is considered, Between 1955
arid 1964, the total vocabulary load in
elementary school textbooks was re-
ported to have increased by:more than
.40 percent. Some textbooks and project
materials have biten revised to prepare
versions wh more appropriate vocabu-
lary and reading levels. The incorpora-
tion of research findings in textbook ,

content has also been considered. When
recommendafions were clear, concise
and exact, they were incorporated into
many textbooks'within live years. Since

the late ,1.950's some ideaS have ap-
peared in the majority of textbooks in
less than five years.

Mq.ch discussion w,as focused, on pro-
grammed instructiob in the late 1950's
and into the ehrly t960's, based primarily
on the idea that programmed instruction
would allow each pupil to progress at
his/her own pace. The use of pro-
grammed instruction may save time in
achieving specific goals but it is unclear
whether pupils actually progresi at indi-
vidual rates.

\tthen the use of manipu ive materi-
als is considered, several findings are
obvious. In *1955, the primary oracle
teacher was more likely to use.manip ula-
five materials than were teachers at
othr levels. In the 1960's emphasis on
the use of manipulative materials at all
levels was .emphasized. However,' the
1955 pattern continues to be found in.
1977 the primary grade teacher is still
most likely to use materials. Little use is
reported at other levels. Although use Of
manipulative materials decreases as
grade level increases, *the use of stich
Materials appears to be effective with
certain content at all Age levels and with
allttjpes of chilalt.

In 1955, schools and computers were
considered separate entities. AVailability
and cost prdhibited a merger.in the early
1960's some schools bought or leased
computers, or computer trine, usiolly for
administrative purposes. and eventpally,
for mathematics instruction. Since 1970
the fraction of secondary schOols report-
ing some computing activity has steadily
increased, from 34.4 percerXiii 1970 to
54.2 percent in 19-75. Mathematics clas-

4ses used the computer.most frequently,
although the percentage.dropped from
41.7 percent to 43.2 percent. The Nob-
tern...solving mode was the most widely
used, followed by simulation and then
tutorial CAI.

When sadies on the effectiveness of
the use of computers were reviewed, re-
sults were, in general, equivocariligher
general achigement was not a foregone
outcoine of the use' of computers, but
they did aid .in promoting problem-
solving achievement. A re\4ew of studies
related to drill- and- practice programs
using CAI provided evidence that higher
achievement could be anticipated when
CAI was used to augment regular in-
struction.

Another instructional tool is, the
hand-held calculator which has been on
the market since the early '1970's. The
calculfgtor, which decreased in price in
1975, has the potential to change the
curricular focus on computation. A,4riti-
cal analysis of the literature related to
hand-held calculators has resultedln.the
identificatidn of reasons for, aria
against, their use: .

Frequently cited reasons .for using
calculators included: aid in compi.tta-

. I

tion; facilitation of .understanding and
concept dexeloprnent; lessening,of the
need for memorization; help in problem
solving; motivation; aid in exploring,
understanding, and learning aldorithrnic
processes: and the fact that hand-held -
calcukators exist and are appearing in
the hands of increasing numbers of stu,7

\ dents.
Tht most frequently ,oited reasons for,

not using calculators were that: they
could be used as substitutes for develop-
ing computational skills, they were 'not
available to ail, and they, might give a'
false impression of what matheMatics is.
The first concem was expressed. most
frequently by parents and other mem- .-
bers of the public. Few elicators, how- .
ever, believed that children should use
calcidators , in -place tif learning basic
rnatttematicat 'skills':

HOW extensively the calculatorawill in-
- fitience ,the mathematics curriculum is

unclear.'Conflict is obvious between
those who see computational skills as
_the most vital task for mathematics
teachers and those 'who see the cal-
culator allowing a change in direction t
a change feasible for the fiyst time in
history. ln'the past three years, opinions
haie changed. The calculator is being
used with increasingyrequency, but the
curriculum has not,changed ridticeably.
Both Short- and lOng-term resear-Oh and

, curriculum dev.elopment need to be un-
f dertaken, in addition to eadher-training,-

efforts.
insfrectidnal costs. A though it is vir-

tually impossibletddetermine the actual
-amount o <4147 spent for education

(becaus iffferent figu'res and differ
ent basesj2there is littletidbubt that both
the costs of 'nsthictionand the amounts
-alloCated to instruction have increased
since 1955, over and above the inflation
rate. For at least 15 years, education
has been the largest item in the budgets
of most state and local government. The
amount of federal funding for education
has increased dramaticalli.

7
The amount of money devoted to

mathematics instruction' is difficult to
determine; 18 to 20 percent seems plaus-
ible but cannot be verified from available
data. The' amant of money spent per
pupil has not been. fpund to be signifi-
cantly related to achievement in mathe-
matics in most studies. There are indica-
tions that socioeconomic factors out-
side .the control of the school exerta
greater, influence.

Assessments of the impact of federal
funding show an indeased emphasis,
since' 1968, on the evaluation of federally
funded projects. The reports from those
receiving funds almost invariably indi-
caie that they feel the funded activity was
successful. In few cases.were there hard
data or a controlled research design.
Evaluation from outside rIview&s 'rarely
indicated the degree of uccess those
involved in 'a project or activity reakled.



Federal policies which confiict with
tocal priorities wei:e notlikely to be fully
implemented. Federal policy' on evaluaa
tion of funding efforts can be im-
plemented when public 'opinion coin-
cides with federal need.

Existing Practices and Procedures
in Teacher Education . -t

Changes in thelinature and quality of
preservice 'and.in-service education for

. both elementary-and secondary schOot
maihematics'teachers haVe-takere place
during the-195-1975 perjod. During the,
1'955-1965 ',period in-serVi'ce eduation
was the focus of attention 'and action.
The attention accoitcle ih-service
teacher eclaccatioh was so consuming
that the- majorita, of conelusions to be
mad4"about peaservice education are in-
ferential and, basecron information col-
lected relative eiareservice needs..

Discussion sections related to teacher
education wereegrouped by ten-year
periods (1955-1 and 1965-1975), but
some generaliiations can be made
Which span the twenty-year period. The
mathematical background of students
completing preservice programs for
elementary and secondary school
eee'chers increased significantly during
the'two 'decades, with the character of
that mathematical experience reflecting
eheacurrent cuaricula in the public
schools. Teachers are acquiring a seo-
ond professional degree in greater per-
centgges and at'an earlier age than ever
before.

.The history of in-service education,
especially at the secondary school level,
during the 1955-65 era is highly related
to the history of the National Science
Foundation's development of in-service
.programs. The NSF institutes reached
an estimated 35 percent of the mathe-
matics and science teachers. The mas-
sive sponsorship arid support of in-
service educati-on provided by the fed-
eral government during the 1950's and
1960's changed 'the expectations of
teachers about ireservice education. In-
service education as supported by NSF
had paid teachers' fees and living ex-
penses. The matherriatics and methods
were "packaged" for the teacher by the
institution of higher education providing
the NSF institute. Institute programs
were primarily disciplinary in orientation
(a typical summer institute was about 80
percent mathematics and 20 percent
leaching methods). This situation had
several consequences: teachers, accus-
tomed to having work prepackaged by
an institution of higher education,
lacked skills for identifying needs and
planning in-service to fit those instruc-
travel arid curricular 'needs. They came
to expeCt that not only would in-service
work be designed for them but, it would
be provided and paid for by someone
other than the teacher or the school sys-
tem.

^

b'uring 1962-1965, the three peak
years of financial support, the level of
federal investment in in-service educa-
tion was approximately $37,000,000 per
,y,ear (equivelenteto approximately 70 mil-
lion dollars in 1975 dotterel. tlowever, in
1975, no fu nds were available for teacher
institutes fetr the corning year. Teachers'
expebtations and attitudes about in-
service educetiOn, built over a twenty-
year period, were upset as were the l'oles
ahd functions 'that schczor systems and

. institutions of higher education had ese:
.tablished. 5or:a period of time ihis
traumatized the mathematics education
in-serviee effort. .

However, teachers want 'in-seryice
education. They prefer that it be'related
to programmatic -and instruetic;nal
needs in their schools. Teachers also
prefer in-service education that is
neither purely -mathematical nor outely
methodol6gical. Leadership at the local

aschool level can appreciably.chanqe the
character qf in-service educationa and
teachers' pereeption qf its worth.

Information gained Rom an In-service
Project of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics indicates that
the critical factor in determiniag
teachers' ,perceptions of the effective-
ness of in-service education is the extent
to which planning is participatory. If
teachers' judgments of need are incor-
porated into planning a program fitting
their curriqulum and. their instruction.
they were significantly more likely to feel
,their in-service experiences were satisfy-
ing.

The majority of elementary and sec-
ondary school mathematics teachers
who responded to the In-service Project
survey indicated that topics of a purely
mathematical nata)re were not as popu-
tar as those incorporating aspects of the
teaching and learning of mathematics.-
Teachers prefer released time for in-
service activities, but only 44 percent of
the elementary respondents and 39 per
cent of the secondaly resp,ondentsee-
ported that their schools cen or do
vide this.

Many teachers attain their second de-
gree before they have had 10 years of
teaching experience and indicate a
strong perception of need for further i n-
service activities throughout their re-
maining 25 to 35 years in the teaching
profession. However. little evidence
exists that in-service education makes a
differencein children's learning. Studies
addressing this problem are few and far
between. Research evidence is. how-
ever, supportive of in-service ectucatiow.
makiu a difference to teacher' content
backgrounds.

Competence of teachers, when asses-
sed in terms of promoting mathematical
growth in their students, is apparently
related to a complex interaction of an
assortment of factors rather thanabeing
simply related to a limited numbe'r of fac-
tors in linear combination. Maeheratical

background and attitude toward math-
emetics as characteristicSof teachers do
not accourit for a substantial amount of
the vaaiance in the performance oethe
teâch4rs' stude,nts.

When preservice teacher education,is
considered, five major developments of .

the 1965-1975 period are obvious: (1) an
increas in mathematics 'requirements
for secondary and elementary Programs;
(.2) competency-baseci teacher educa-
tion, (3) an increase in the amount of
pre-student teaching field experience,
(4) ttte incorporation ot an enephasis orr
laboratory and/or activity_ learniej into
the teacher edimation progam, and (5)
the supply arid demand factors in the
prespeotive teacher' populatipn.

Competency-based teactier education
does-Rot appear to be a significant factor .s

of Sustained. impact on teacher. eduta-
tion programs, at leael for theimrhediate
futUre. Computer literacy atici the back-
groand io use the cernputer in the teach-

',trig of matheiriatict is not a compenena
of certification requiremehts in niost
states.or ie the institutions that prepare
teachers.

The- most significant tread in teacher
education at the preservice level is the-
move toward incorporating pre-student
teaching field eXperience in mathemat-
ics education as a major modification in
program design. This trend is being ac-
cornplished because it seems "sentible
rather than because its effects on the
prospective teacher are known or ver-
ified. F,ew studies in this area have been
reported. Almost no direct evidence of
the effects of early experience in the
schools or of what. or how, it Contributes
to a total program in teacher education
is available. It is not known what consti-
tutes sound pre-student teaching field
eiperience or what doe6 riot. This is a
major area for nreeded research in math-
ematics teacher education since cost
figures for such programs are appreci-
ably higher than for traditiortal teacher
education programs.

There is a significant trend toward in-
cludina laboratory or activity 'learning
4'rnphases in both the mathematical and
the Methodological phases of prospec-
tive elementary teachers' academic pre-
paration for teaching. This trend is re-
lated to another development- the inte-
gration of the mathematics and methods
course content. The impetus for this de-
velopment stems from the belief that
teachers teackas they were taught. The
need for better working relationships be-t
tween mathematics departments and
methods teachers in education faculties
.keeps such integration from being label-
led as a trend,

Between -1'955 and 1965 there was a
shortaee of teachers. During the 1965-
1975 period, the supply factor lhanged
markedly. However, ,evidence suogests
that the oversupplty of secondary



teachers in particular may wapidly give
way to undersupply in the near future.
Significantly fewer freshman-level stu-
dents are indicating teaching as a career
chorce. There are no projections of
teacher supply and demand factors that
are specific to secondary school math-
ematics.

The reviewers (ound no firm data con-
'cerning the number of mathematics
teachers serving in the schools at the

t, secondary levy nor how many. under-
graduate majors in 'mathematical sci-
ences were certified for teaching. 'up-
ply and demand data for secondary
mathematics teachers appeared to be
nonexistent\

Needs AsSessment:
Mathematics.Education

Discrepancy in the selection or rank-
, ing of -goals between educators and

the public, college personnel and class-
room teachers, students and teachers
is not uncomRtpn. However, it can.be of
particular condern when the rankin9s ii
educators and taxpayers,are widely di-
vergent. Thus, in the 1970's, there is a
. discrepant)/ between public concern for
"the basics" arid educatiors' concern for
"mathematical understanding."

Recently .(196) mathematics
educators, department heads, and
supervisors were asked to comment on
future events that could have implica-
tions for mathematics education and to
generate cbnsensus on what should re-

Progress ,asswments: national
level. Within the tfenty-year period of
the literature review, comparisons of
"new" and "traditional" mathematics
programs focused attention on the need
to develop more appropriate means of
.assessment. The National Longitudinal
Study of Mathematical Abilities (NLSMA)
Oas.the first large-scale tepind program
,in mathematicssand involved the SchoOl
Mathematics Stiaroup (SMSG) ma-
terials. Although the. NLSMA was not
primarily concerned with assessment,
many of the procedures prallel those'
used in later assessments. Conceived as
a study of the effects of various kinds of
mathematics textpooks onlhe learning
of mathematics, NLSMA focused atten-

ceive priority in light of this envisioneck tion on the need for longititdinal as-
future.,The events considered most im- sessirrient and improved evaluation
portant were (1) back-to-the-basics *. teOkques.

,In'1955 needs assessments were con- s movement; (2) continued acceleration in
-ducted, lamely in art inforrnal'!.matter. computer techoology; (3) increasi,ng
Needs were assessed in'terms of a par-: complexity of our society; (4) cen-5
ticular purpo:se, used for that,purpose, tinued demand for releyancy in mathe-
and not ,hecessahly presfiriredsence the matics; (5) ari increase in community in-
purpose had been a' hieied. Reflections vbI'vemeeit in schools; and (6) increasing
'af needs were evid nt in a variety of demand for t ohool accountability, both
'SoOrcee, including ioumal articles', con- in programs and expenditures.
.ference reports, legislation, coMmittee
eecomnrandation, 'guidelines; trend The curricOlum priorities deemed
'analyses, and achievement test data. most- important or desirable were: (1)

For purposes of the review, a differ- mathematics should involve more activ-
e'ntiation was made between "needs as- jty (2) mathematics should in-
sessmeht" and "progress assessMent.- volve mbre use of computers and cal-
"Needs assessment- was used to refer Culators. (3) real applications (some in-.
to literature involving 'goals; "progress volving metric dimensions) should illus-
assessment. to that referring to trate thsutility ovf mathematics, (4) morea",
achievemerit and bther status test data. 'emphasis should be placed on develop- ,

Within each of these -divisionS. studies ing creativ'e thinking ip and via mathe-
and other doeurnents were classified as matics, (5) probability and statistics
relating to national concerns or to state should receive more emphasis in sChool
concerns.

Needs assessment: national con-
cerns. Needs which. have teen re-
peatedly discussed and cited include the
need to: (1.) examine mathematical goals
in relation nasocietal needs: (2) examine
implications of technology, including
computers and catculators; (3) establish
minimal competencies- (a a basis 'Mr'
accountability): (4) restructure the cur-
riculum (to resequence. ex.tend, enrtch
or one or another specific purpose); (5)s
increase attention to applications, statis-
tics and probability, problem solving, the
metric system, and basic mathematical
skills; (6) provide tor, individual needs.

'particularly of less-able, pupils a'nd the
talented. (7) improve articulation oi
mathematics with other subjects and
across grades: (8) conduct research on
the learning of mathematics, link re-
search and curriculum development,
and improve the implementation of re-
search: (9) improve pre- and in-service
teacher education to strengthen.teacher
competency. both in knowledge of con-
tent and methods 'of teaching: (10) de-
velop better evaluation techniques, and
(1.1) improve cboperation between
mathematics educators in universities
and schools,

mathematics programs, and (6) the
mathematics curriculum should be con-
tinually revised and updated to canform
with the present,and future need of the
students.

Needs assessment: state concerns.
In most of the documents reviewed from
individual states, mathematics concerns
were either not cited or were only one of
several, or scores of, concerns cited. In
relatively few states were specific do
ments available on planning for mathe
matics edubation. As far as can be de-
termined from the documents surveyed.
the main identified concerns did not dif-
fer from those at the national level Slight
differences in priorities were found

While mathematicSeducation per se is
seldom, cited in state goals, it is most
frequently one aspect of a competency
in basic skills- goal. Where needs as-
sessments specific to mathematics have
been conducted. both knowledge of
basiC skills- and applications of skirls
to real-life problems have been high on
the list of needs. As at the national level,
discrepancy among concerned groups
was apparent in the prionty.assigned to
mathematical goals

The National AssessrnenlIN Educe-,
non& Progress (NAEP), conducted by-,
the Education Commission of the States,
began assessment of variousoubject
areas in the late 1960's. The first mathe-
matics assessment by NAEP was con-
ducted during 1972-73: the second,
1977-78. The assessment .included six
major content areas: numbers arid num-
6ratiohirneasurement, geometry, vari-
ables d itelationships, probability and
statistics, and consumer mathematics.
NAEP data have indicated specific
strengths and weaknesses, although the
primary function of NAEP is to provide
longitudinal information on the status of
mathematical achievement.

Another assessment conducted in the
1960's was the International Stuay of
Achievement in Mathematics (lEA math-
ematics). This survey irivolved 133.000
Students re 5,450 scWools in 12 coun-
tries. Thirteen year-olds and pre-
university students (grade 12) were
sampled. AlthougN lEA has provided
data on the achievement of American
students compared with students in 11
other countries, the results are difficult
to 'ipterpret in view of the many varied
cultural and school. factors invoKced.

A comparison of computationalkills
data from. NAEP. NLSMA, and everal
other assessments indicated thait these
skills are not acquired on the bosis of
initial instruction but that perfoomance
tends to stabilize during the junior high
scbool years. Stabilization occurred ear-
lier for whole-number examples than for
those with fractions, Level of perfor-
mance decreased as items became more
complex,

College-entrance and some other
standardized test scores have indicated
declines in achievement across the
years. with more extensive decreases for
verbal bortions than for mathematical
portions of the tests Causes tor the drop
in achievement levels have been
hypothesized and involve both the
'school and the home Some writers be-



lieve the school-related causes can be
more closely studied and more easily in-
fluenced. School-related factors whose
developments closely parallel the de-
',One in the achievement scores seem to
be: (1) high school students taking fewer
'basic- courses (e.g.. English, mathe-
matics) and fewer college preparatory
courses (algebra, first-year foreign lani
guages, chernistni, physics), (2) increas!
ing numbers of students absent from
school, nd (3) fewer students droppirp
out, resulting in a larger percent of
drop-out prorr students taking tests.

Progress assessments: state level.
Again, the document base in terms of
state-produced documehts was, not ex-
tensive. However, the movement toward
accountability has resulted in both Min-
imal competency requirements and as-
sessments of -achievement in many state.
As of April 1977, eight staths had minimal
complatency legislation.' 10 had state
board of education rulings, and legisla-
tion was pending in 10 more states, As of
June 1974, 30 states had accoimtability
legislation which took varied fbrms:
state assessment, evaluation, state test-
ing r3 roatams, modern management
techniques. professional personnel
evaluation, performance-based school
accreditation. and performance con-
tracting. F;eporting procedures varied
widely for these 30 states, as did the
scope of Objeclives and type of test in-
volved.

The content areas for which weaknes-
ses were identified are ones which have
been known to be difficult. Ffactions. di-
vision, and subtraction with regrouping
head the fist, which also includes deci-
mals, geometry. measurement, proof.
estimation. statistics and probability,
and problem solving,

In Conclusion

Suydam and Osborne conclude the
mathematics education portion of the
twenty-year 1.tserature review with the
identification of some major deficien-
cies they found for the proce,ss of policy
formation as they examined the record
and coMmented on those deficiencies.

Thpy concluded that th; evidence
shows that progress and change have
been the result of federal intervention
into, the domain of _mathematics educ-
hon Some writers claim that federal in-
vestment in mathematics education has
often been the vital margin determinina
whether a change would be realized or
not. There is little evidence that the fu-
ture will be otherwise.

To Suydam and Osborne. three pri-
mary sources of difficulty or failure in the
processes of policy formation for math-
eçnatics education are apparent from the

cera history of mathematics, educa-
tio"o One, educational policy is fre-
quently determined. Without collecting
enough information to allow the process
to be rational. Two, educational policy is
frequently constructed without using in-

formation that is readily available. Three,
the point at which values enter into pol-
icy formation and the effects of the dif-
ferences in th4 values field by various
groups concerned with the sch.00ls is
frequently n2it recognized in determin-
ing the prilliki-es within educational pol-
icy.

Relative to the, first type of- ditficelty,'
several examples are cited relative tg
practices in the schools anO to piactic.es
in teacher educaori.'Classroorn prac-
tices of teachers are, largely'andocu-
mented. Little is known atrout the extent
to whi:ch teachers differentiate instate:
tion for children with different *charac-
teristics and needs. Not enough is
known about the extent and nature of
teachers' use of instructional materials
and tools. The extent of teaChers' de-
pendente on drp-and,practice teaching
strategies is-not known. D'ata concern-
ing supply and demand 'of secondary
mathematics teachers are only conjec-
tural. Little evidence ts available ccirn-
cerning the characteristics of the small
but significint portion of Jeachers refus-
ing to participate in in-service activities
andior about program characteristics
that may keep them from participating.
More evidence is needed about how
much, what kind, and when early field
experience should be a part of a teacher
education program or how this actually
contributes to developina teacher corn-,
potency. The characteristics.of teachers
that contribute to the effective learning
of mathe,matics 'by students are not
well-described nor verified.

Failures .of the second type (policy
formation without using 'available
knowledae) are also readily apparent.
The formulation of policy has frequently
not recognized that some characteris-
tics of performance and practice appear
to have significant stability over the
years. This may be evidence of a lack of
information dissemination, failure to do
sufficient summative literature analyses,
or simply testimony to the youth of the
field of mathematics education arid its
resulting lack of academic jraditions.

The third type of failure or difficulty.
that of not recognizing the point at
which the values of various groups enter
into policy formation, is also quite evi-
dent It has been pointed out that change
has little permanence in the schools if
the need for a project or problem is
based on an entrepreneurial motivation
rather than on a perception of a problem
in need of solution by the primary per-
sonnel 'of a project. A development or
research effort will fail at the point of
implementation or application of the re-
sults if discrepancies are not resolved

The problem for- professionals ap-
pears to be a matter of efficiency in
promoting change Not only must pro-
fessionals collect appropriate kinds of
information concerning Practices in the
schools, they must also ,make sound ap-
plication of this information.

New,CIJi Publisher
-

Beginning with' the March 1979 issue,
Current Index to Journals in Education
has been published by OryX Press,
Phoenix, Arizoria. Subscribers to CUE-
should contact Oryx Press. if they have
not already done' so, to avoid undue
idelay in receiving the publication. For
subscription information, contact:

OR)0( Press
3930 East Camelbaok Road-
Phoenix, AZ 85018
(602) 956-6233- .
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The. Best of the Best .of
ERIC, Volume
Now Available

Produced by the ERIGClearinghouse
on Educational ManagAent, University
of Oregon (Eugene), this volurtie con=
tains summaries of 307 reportsand jgur-
nal artiCles. The publication -covers is-
sues 21 through 40 of -2Th'e ,B.esf of
ERIC- series produced by the Clearin-
ghouse on Educational Management.-
.This series focuses on 20 topics of cur-
rent interest to school admininstrators.
The topics included are:

Advisory COmmittees
AI tervtive Schools
'Afternativ.es to Suspension
The Basics Controversy
Classroom Discipline
Communication Skills
Community Schools
Competency-Based Education
Dealing with the Drug Problem
Declining Enrollments
Improving School Climate
Leadership Effectiveness
The Management Team
Parent Evaluation'. of Schools
Public Relations Problems "
Reduction in Force
School Financial Elections
School Volunteer Programs
Staff Development
Teacher Evaluation

Volume 2 is a 119 page. illustrated
book designed to be a one-stop refer-
ence for locating some of dee most sig-
nificant resources in educational man-
agement. A quick perusal of any.chapter
gives the reader a good idea of major
issues and proposed solutions to prob-
lems in each of the 20 to4iics.

The Best of the Best of ERIC, Volume
2 is available at $6.50 per copy, prepaid
(purchase orders accepted) Requests
should be sent to

Editor's Office
ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Management
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
(503) 686-5043



Recent Pub ications from ERIC-SMEAC
Science Education

Se4cted Soience Activities in Con-
surlier Decision Making. Richard L.

.a'nd Rebecca L. Sadness, editors.
$3.00. ED 162 895

This publication contains many sci-
ence education activities related to con-
sumer decision making. Each activity
has been classified by the editors ac-
cordirlie to the most apprapriäte grade
level, The atea of oonsumer education
involved, the specific topic, and trit.coh-
sumer eduCation concept considered.
Areas involved are the consumer and the
environment, foods; advertising, tools',
health, clothing, 1:Koduct testing, and
natural resources.

Science Education/Society; A Gyde to
Interaction and Influence, 1979 AETS
Year book. MichaelFt. Abraham, editor.

ED 164 360

The topics identified in this yearbook
are issues which go beyond the content
of science or methodology of science
teach frig. An attempt is made to discuss
the influence of society en both science
and science teaching as well a's the in-
fluence of science teaching on society.
Topics and issues dare grouped under
three headings: Science Education and
Its Influence on and Interaction With
Societ (enemy, population and people,
pollution, nature0 resources, hurpan be-
havior. sex education, genetic issues,
parapsychology, astrology, creationism,
drugs. technology); Society and its In-
fluence on and Interaction with Science
Educatign (two decades of curriculum
projects.' theory in curriculum and in-
structed learning, influence of funding
by the United States government on the
teaching of science, in the elementary
and secondary schools, the influence of
professional associations on science
teaching, special student'needs
ence for the handicapped, career educa-
tion); and Influence and Interaction Be-
tween Science Education and Society
(exploring value issues in science teach-
ing; science, mind and education. the
essence of life, bringing about change in
science education).

National Association for Research in
Sdience Teaching $2nd Annual Meet-
irig, Abstracts of Presented Papers.
Arthur L. White, ed. $3.50.

SE 026 771
, This publication contains abstracts of
papers presented at the fifty-second an-
nual meeting of the Nat-ional Association
for Research i'n Science Teaching
(NARST), Atlanta. Georgia, March 21-23.
1979. These papers relate to science

teacher education (pre-service and in-
service), cognitive development, team-
ing, instruction, teacher and student be-
haviors, ?esearch design, and other top-

.ics.

Mathematics Education
Perspectives on Women and Mathe-

matics. Judith E. Jacobs. editor. $5.00.
1ED 166 051.

The core of this monograph is com-
posed of paperstresented in the strand
on "Women and Mathematics" at the
1978 annual meeting of the National
Council of., Teachers of Mathematics.
The Ea.iblication also contains two com-
mentaries which synthesize the material
presentea-at the San Diego meeting and
which' offer additional suggestions for
action. These papers serve as a vehicle
for sharing the best thinking available on
the problem of changing the rate of par-
ticipation of girls and women inthe
study and use of mathematics.

Selected Research Papers, National
Council of leathers of Mathematics
National Cohference, 1979. Jon L.
Higgins, editor. $2.25. pD..167 383

This is a collection of abstracts of
selected papers presented in the re-
search reporting sections of the 1979
annual meeting of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, Boston,
April 18-21. Topics reported include use
of hand-held calculators, problem solv-
ing, use of games, and cognitive pro-
cesses and mathematics learning.

Resources for Teaching Mathematics
in Bilingual Classrooms. C. James
Lovett and Ted Snyder. eds. $1.75

SE 027 516
The purpose of this report is to pro-

vide, in one document, a substantial re-
source for those concerned with math-
ematics teaching' in bilingual programs.
Part I of the report provides an overview,
of the issues and problems involve
Part H consists of an annotated le)blio
raphy of materials for teaching plat e-
metics in Spanish/English prowarn A
list of suppliers of bilingual mathemktcs
materials, a list of references to ger eral
bilingual meter als. and a phrase are
appended.

virohmental Education, Craig B. Davis
and Arithur Sacks, editors $5.00..

ED 167 407

Included are 31 of the 73 papers pre-
sented at the-1978 conference of the Na-
tional Association for Environmental
Education (Chicago, April 30-May 4
The papers are organized into seven sec-
tions,: environmental ethics, interna-
tional environmental education, energy
systems, environmental studies, en-
vironmental education research, an
environmental education programs.

Energy Education; A BlbIlograp3ty of
Abstracts' from RESOURC SJINI
EDUCATION (RIE) from 1901978,',
compiled by Mijton Rinehai Robert .

W. Howe, and M. James Kozliow. $5.100.

Et) 166/067

The total RIE- data bas
was searched for meter
energy education. Res
uments are presented
Subject, Author, and
Indexes.

196 1978,
uie in,
4 doee

6ded are
!Author

Energy Education blipgraptly of Ci-*
,tations from C RREK INDEX TO
JOURNALS l EDU,CATON (C1JE)

'from 196B-19 corlipiled by Milton
, Rinehart, Rbert W. Howe, and M.

James )ozllw. $5., O. SE 026 992

The t6tal fr.IJE data base, 1966-1978,
was searc ed fo/ articles of use in
energy ed cation/ CitationS of 899 arti-
cles are resenrd. Also included are
Subject nd Au hor Indexes.

Enviro entliEducation in Action-111:
Cast Studres of Public Involvement
in viron ental Policy. Selected and
eted b Clay Schoenfeld and John

singef $5.50. SE 027 517

enty-seven case studies, gather941----1%
om a9ross th'e United States and into
anad . dealing with "non-formal" en-

viron ental education are presented,
Ther range from activities of
conr rvation-oriented orgnizations to
gr issroots" reSponses to environmen-
al concerns

Aillia,nce Affiliate Activities: Non-
Governmental Organizations in En-
vironmental Education. John S. Dis-
inger, ed. $3.5f1 SE 027 518

The 32 member organizations of the
Alliance for Environmental Education, a
national umbrella group- of private or-
ganizations maintaining interest in en-
vir ntateadecation. each contrib-

ed a report of their environmental
education activities, concerns, and
agendas. Also included is a report of the
activities of the Alliance,
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Readers wishing to order a Copy of any of the publications described on the preceding page have seve-ral options. .

TOey may contact the ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics and-Environmental Education and order directly
from the Clearinghouse, at the prices qUoted on page 7. They may also purchase ttie publications from'the ERIC
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National Assessment Studies Energy Education
The third issue of the ERIC-SMEAC in-

formation bulletin is focused on topics
and issues related ,.to environmental
education. One of the major concerns
related to the environment is energy, its
sourceand problems related toenergy
roductiorY. This issue contains some in-
formation about energy knowledge and ,

attitudes oi the American public as these.
data have tren obtained from a survey
conducted by the National,Assessmeirt
of Educational Progress (NAEe),
Education Commisston of the Stales,
Denver, Colorado.

One of the sources revieweid is
ENERGY Knowledge and Attitudis, A
National Assessment of Energy Aware-
ness Among Young Adults, Report No.
08-E-01, December, 1978. This qbcu-
ment is available from the ERIC Docti-
meat Reproduction Service plgl:t4 -.$)--as--
ED 166 017. Other sources a e 8cience
Achievement in the Schools, Decekriber,
1978 (ED 164 337) and Three Assess-
ments of Science-1969-77: Tec nical
Summary, April, 1979. Persor s in-
terested in ordering the summary lholild
check the August issue of Resouijces in
Education (RIE) for the ED n umbet of the
technical summary.

Also included in this issue of Jthe in-
formation builletin are descript ons of
some ERIC Clearinghouse kir Spience.
Mathematics and Environmentig Educa-
tion publications relating to erlrgy and
other aspects of environmerftal educa-
tion.

Sirice 1969 the National Assirsment of
Educational Progress (NAEP), funded by
the U.S. Office of Education, has been
systematically monitoring the nation's
progress in education. The activities of
NAEP are in response to a charoe first
set before the Office of Education in
1867. However, it was not until 1969 that
systematic efforts were carried out to
collect data that would report on the na-
tion's progress in education in terms of
knowledge, skills and attitudes. Yearly
surveys are cotiducted. involving Ameri-
can 9-year-olds, 13-year-okls, 17-year-
olds and young adults (ages 26 to 35). At
present ten teaming areas are Wing as-
sessed: art, career and occupational de-
velopment, citizenship, hterature, math-
ematics,. music, reading, science, social
studies, and writing..

Although energy assessment was not
one of the original zireas to be assessed,
problems with energy use and availabil-
ity are such that this topic 'appeared to
merit study. If citizens are not adequately
informed about energy, they are not able
to make wise decisions. Energy prog-
lems affect not only government, busi-
ness, commerce, and foreign policy
they affect individual lifestyles. There-
4o reNational .Assessment staff and per-
sons with expertiSe in energy-related

\ Nees met toidentify some goals.and ob-
lectives of energy education, preparat-
'ory4o surveying the American public's
knowledge about

The Survey Instrument

After goals and objectives we,re iden-
tified, questions were developed. These
questions were then reviewed by scien-
tists, science educators, nd energy ex-
perts. Severity kgowledge questions and
76 attitudinal questions were uSed.
Questions measuring knowledge were
categorized as relating to (1) basic
energy facts, (2) general energy issues,
and (3) energy cqnservation. Questions
measuring attitudes were cetegorized as
focusing on (1) feelings about the seri-
ousness of energy problems. (2) belief in
the effectiveness of personal action, (3)
feelings toward environmental hazards,
and (4) feelings toward energy trade-
offs. This survey was given to a sample of
American adults during the.summer of
1977.

4

The Sample ,

A national probability sample of young
adults, aged. 26 through 35. was drawn.
This sample was stratified by region and
cornmOnity size. Approximately 1300
adults responded to each 'question in the
energy assessment.

Of this sample. 46.6 percent were
male; 53.4 percent, female. Fifty-four
arid eight-tenths percent were in the
26-30 year group in age; 45.2 percent,
31-35 years old. When race was consid-
ered: 13.1 percent of the sample was
black; 81.2, white, with 5.8 percent
characterized as -other." In terrhs of
community size, 38.5 percent were from
big cities and their urban fringes; 61.5
percent, from medium and smaller cities
(Population less than 200,000).

The sample was ,also characterized
according to educational level: 18.5 per-
cent had not 'graduated from high
school, 30.1 percent were high school
graduates, and 51.3 percent had some
education beyond high .school, Such

%education may have involved business,
professional or trade school training as
well as college or university education.

Incl. (before taxes and deductions)
was also considered: 17.4 percent of the
sample had incomes below $8,000 to
$14,999, 42.1 percent earned incomes of
$15,000 and above, and 6.1 percent were
identified as giving "other responses."

The Results

The results of this assessment are re-
.ported in "Energy Knowledge and At-
titudei, a National Assessment of Energy
Awareness Among. Young Adults," Re-
port No. 08-E-01, published by the Edu-
cation Commission of the States in De-
cember 1978. Emphasis throughout
most of the report is on the .national re-
sults although group results are also re-
ported adcording to sex, race, total
household income, community size,
education, and age.

Differences, between group. and' na-
tional results are discussed only when
results apisear to be significantly highes
or lover than the national percentages
of viii-ect responses. Only differences
statigically significant at the .05 level are
discussed. Using the .05 level of signifi-
cance means there is? only a 5% chance
that these differences are an artifact of
the Isurvey design or the sample_

Findings from the
Energy Survey
Knowledge.01 Energy Facts, issues,
Conservation

Within the broad categories of energy
facts, issues confronting American citi-
zenand.conservation techniques were
included such topics as energy demand
and supply, energy use in various sec-
tors of society, processes of energy con-
version, major potential sources of
energy, and social and environmental
mplications stemming from the current

(summer 1977) energy dilemma.
In considering the responses of the

adults surveyed, the reader should keep
in mind that America with about six per-



cent of the world's population, con-
sumes about 30 percent of the world's
available energy. The average American
citizen consumes approximately seven
times the average amount of energy
consumed by other world citizens, ac-
coiding to information in "Energy .Con-
servation in the Home" (a publication of
the U.S. Department of Energy, 1977, p.
21).

Results related .to questions about
knowledge of basic energy facts were
mixed:

1) 67 percent knew that solar
energy is the largest potential

- source °I-energy'
2) 79 percent knew that petroleum

is The largest export from the
Middle East;

3) 70 percent knew that-the United.
States is likely to run out of petro-
leum before it runs out of coal,
but

4) only 16 percent knew that coal,
as well as petroleum, can be con-
verted to gasoline

If events:sat Three Mile Island had oc-
curred in 1977 rather-than 1979, results
relating to nuclear power might have
been different. In 1977 young adults
knew little or understood little about the
conversion process underlying conven-
tional nuclear reactors. Only 17 percent
correctly answered two parts of a three
part question dealing with nuclear
power.

Ferformari6e related to units of
measuring energy was generally high.
An exception was the acronyyBTU
(British Thermal Unit) for the engineer-
ing unit of heat energy used to designate
the amount of heat necessary to raise the
temperature of one pound of water one
degree Fahrenheit. Some responses to
energy measurement questions were:

1) 75 percent knew electricity is
measured in kilowatt hours

2) 84 percent knew the rate at which
a light bulb uses electrical
energy is expressed as watts

3) 90 percent knew energy content
of food is expressed as calories

4) 50 percent knew the heating
value per pound of coal is ex-
pressed as a BTU or Calorie

Results related to questions designed
to test knowledge of fossil f els showed
that:

1) only 49 percent knew coal is the
largest fossil fuel reserve in the

2) 40 percent responded "I don't
know" to a question asking them
to select from a list of by-
products those which did not use
a fossil fuel as a raw material, and

3) only 14 percent knew that coal is
the primary energy source used
to produce the largest portion of

our electrIcal energy. (Thirty per-
cent believed falling water was
the primary source.),

When the potential energy Cita primary
fuel is converted to a kinetic form so that
it can be used, some of the energy.be-
comes less useful and is thus lost for all
intents and purposes. This loss, is par-
ticularly serious in heat emitting engines
and no engine can ever be 100 percent .

efficient, according to the laws of
physics. However, 50 percent of the
sample marked as correct the item "Im-
proved technology will eventually make
it possible to convert to useful work all of
the energy released by burning a fuel,"

Fifty-two percent knew that industry
was the sector of socie:ty that consumea
the largest portion of the nation's total
energy (as compared to tranportation,
commercial and residential sectors).
When given a qbestion about the time-
required from beginning constructiOnN
production at various energy sites, Olt
14 percent correctly responded to tat
least three parts of a five-part question.;
Public knowledge about the time re-
quired for making.an energy site opera- .
ble and productive seems rathey low.

IN terms of general energy issues;

1) less than half (46 percont) of the
sample knew that crude oil pro-
vides the largest percentage of
energy consumed in the U.S.,

2) exactly 50 percent knew, that
from 30 to 60 percent of the oil
consumed by Americans is im-
ported from foreign countries,

3) 47 percent did not know that
waste heat is emitted by nuclear
power plants as well as by fossil
fuel 'plants,

4) almost 50 percent did nOt know
that the Sulfur content of the coal
deposited in the Western United
States is less than that of the coal
found in the Eastern U.S., and
95 percent knew that automobile
emissions contribute heavily to
air pollution; 76 percent knew
that oil tankers can contribute to
water pollution.

When questioned about knowledge of
.federal monies used for research and
development, ownership of power
plants and terms associated with the
energy problem, responses from young
adults varied:

1) 50 percent knew that the federal
government has allocated mole
funds to nuclear research and
development than to coal, petro-
leum, solar, wircd or hydroelec-
tric research and development
during the past 20 years;

2) 70 percent knew that, during the
past 25 years, the federal gov-
ernment has spent less to
prove rail transport than air
highway transport; 1 *4

3) 70 percent knew that most elec-
IricitY is produced in' power
plants owned by utility corpora-
tions (as opposed' to major oil
companies, the federal govern-
ment, or cities and towns); and

4) almost 70 percent kneW the
meaning of the trzm "embargo,"
50 percent krieA What OPEC
meant, and 50 percent knew the
meaning oi GNP.

Energy conservation may be act
complished by either airtailing energy
supplies or increasing efficiency in the
use of energy. Curtailment is normally
short-term strategy used to cope with
acute shortages. The NAEP energy in-
strument contained -questions about
energy conservation which had 1;-iplica-
tions for the dyerage person's home and
transportation.

Results related. to questions about
home ener conservation included:

t knew that an electric
dryer consumes more

energy in 15 minutes of continu-
ous operation than doe's a co:or
television, vacuum cleaner,
dishwasher, or washing .,ma-
chine;

2) only 23 percent knew that heat-
ing water consumes more energy
in the average American home in
a year than refrigerating or cook-
ing food, drying clothing, or
lighting the home;

3) 71 percent knew that a 40-watt
fluorescent tube produces more
light than a 40-watt incandescent
bulb for the same amount of elec-
tricity;

4) 65 percent knew that installing 6
inches of insulation in an insu-
lated attic saves more energy
than weather-stripping or caulk-
ing doors and windows, turning
off lights when not needed, or
closing fireplace dampers; but

5) only 29 percent realized that
home consumption accounts for
jut one-fifth of the total energy
consumed each year in America,
even though 50 percent had cor-
rectly answered another qiies-
tion indicating that industry ac-
counted for the largest portion of
.total energy consumed each year.

Only 19 percent of the sample knew
four conservation methods that can re-
sult in significant savings: (1) in winter,
set thermostat,at 68° during the day and
60° at night; (2) turn air conditioner off
when home is unoccupied for more than
two hours; (3) set air conditioner at 78°
rather than 721'; and (4) set hot water
heater thermostat at 140° rather than
150°F.

The fact that young adults' knowledge
about energy conservation in personal
transportation contained some gaps
was shown by responses to a series of
questions about conservation tech-
niques for automobile owners and driv-



ers. Only 61 percent knew that turning
off the engine when the car is stopped
for only 5 minutes saves gasoline-.
Thirty-three percent thought that keep-
ing tires slightly underinflated for better.
traction either saves gasoline or has no
effect on the amount of gasoline con-
sumed, neither of,which is correct. Only
46 percent knew that using radial tires
saves gasoline. However, 87 percent did
know that accelerating very quickly to
the appropriate speed wastes gasoline.

Thirty percent knew that the average
automobile gets the most miles per Oat
ion of gasoline at 40 miles per hour
rather than at 15 miles, 55 miles or 75
mile per hour. Fifty-five percent `knew
that the weight of the car has a greater
effect on the amount of gasoline used
than does the amount of air pressure in
the tires, kind of gasoline used, Clean-
ness of the oil filter or of the spark plugs.
Fifty percept knew that trains require
less energy to move one ton of 'weight
per mile then do trucks, airplanes, or
helicopterS.

; Overall, young adults' performance
as trigher on conservation techniques

in eirsonal transportation (58 percent)
'than n conservation techniques in the
home (54. percent). More males than
females reponded correctly. More
whites than blacks responded coerectly.
More people reporting a household in-
come of $15,000 br above gave correct
responses than from other income
groups.

The summary portion of this section of
the report is interesting in that it eon-
tains (pp 12-14) itetns grouped by per-
cent of respondents answering cor-
rectly; categories are 19%, 20-39%, 40-
59%, 60-79%, 80-100%.

Six items were answered correctly by
only 19% of the respondents: .

1) coal can be converted to gaso-
line:

2) the largest portion of our electri-
cal energy is produced from
coal:

3) five years are required to get oil
fields and underground coal
mines into production and 10
years to get nuèlear power plants
into production:

4) fission is *the process currently
used as a means of generating
nuclear power for useful pur-
poses:

5) fission and fusion create
radioactive waste by-products:
and

6) during the decade 1960-70,
growth in the use of coal was
greater than the rate of popula-
tion growth.

The six items answered correctly by 80
to 100 'percent of the sample were:

1) turning down the thermostat to
68 during the day and 60" at
night results in significant sav-
ings

'2) automobiles are commonly as-
sociated with air pollution rather
than with water or heat pollution,

3) accelerating very quickly to the
appropriate speed wastes
gasoline,

4) 4car pooling to and from work
with one other person for 50
miles saves g'asoline,

5) thie rate of electrical energy used
by light bulbs is expressed in
watts, and

6) the content of food energy is ex-
pressed as calories.

Attitudes About Energy Problems
Our curr'ent energy problems result

from historical :trends in the use of
resources. Our cbuntry's needs for
energy were first met by the use of
wood. In the 1880:s coal was more
widely used than wood because im-
provements had been made in mining
technology and coal was in plentiful
supply. Since 1950 oil and natural gak
have been the major sources ofk
energy because they are cleaner,
cheaper and easier to extract, 'trans-

. porVpand bUl'h. By 1977, oil and
natural gas prpvided 74- percent. of
the total energy needs of this country,
coal = 19 percent, and hydropower
and nuClear Sources 7 percent.

The population of the United States
increased by 34 percept from 1950 to
1970, but per capita energy consurnp-
tion increased by 46 percent. Energy
use in 1970 was nearly double that in
1950. If this trend continues, Ameri-
ca's annual use of energy per capita
will have doubled -again by 1990 so
that we will have used as much
energy between 1970 and 1990 as we
used in all the years preceding 1970
(pp. 15-16).

F3eople need to begin making choic
for the future. To get some information
about what these choices maybe, items
were designed to obtain information
about attitudes about (1) the seriousness
of the energy problem, (2) personal ac-
tions that relate to the energy situation in
America, (3) environmental hazards as-
sociated with the development of energy
sources, and energy trade-offs. One
group of questions was designed to de-
termine if young adults think the energy
problem is a-serious one.

Results indicated that young adults
felt energy shortages,do pose a serious
threat to the future well-being of most
American. Most realize that the.United
States is 'not the only country in the
world with energy problems. Respon-
dents felt that energy problems are not
past, that all energy problems will not be
solved in the next ten years, and that
there will be more gasoline shortages in
the United States.

Energy considerations do appear to
influence young adults when they pur-
chase cars and appliances, travel to
work, heat their homes. and vote. A high
percentage of the respondents belietz

that as world consumption of energy in,
creases there will be less energy avail-
able in the United States and that there
will probably be wars over energy
supplies.

When asked if America should de-
velop energy independence even if this
meansenergy will cost mose, 36 percent

strongly agreed and 42 percent moder-,
6tely agreed. Only. 14 percent 'moder-
ately disagreed and 6 percent strongly
disagreed. From these responses, Na-
tional Assessment staff inferred that
most young attults thinkt the energy
problem is a serious one.

Nine guestions were designed to study
attitudes about the extent to which
people think their personal actions and .

behaviors have implications for others.
Corollary issues were whether or' not'
people want more information aboutthe
problem and what thoices individuals
will make in terms of their own actions.

The majority of respondents tended to
think that citizens can influence the gov-
ernment, manufacturing, and oil com-
panies. However, one-third doubted that
citizens can influence such agents. The
majority of.respondepts wanted more in-
formation, about energy problems and
about-energy Conservation. ,

When asked about their personal
choices of means of traveling one-half a
mile, more than half of the respondents
selected "using a car." Slightly more
than one-third chose eith4r walking, rid-
ing a bike or riding a bus.

Viewed as a whole, responses to the
qUestions in this group suggest that
young adults are aware of their potential
to influence major decisions about the
energy 'problem, are concerned about
the energy problem to the extent that
they desire more information on the sub-
ject, and are perhaps moving in the di-
rection of incorporating choices in their
personal actions that may help ease the
energy problems.

Attitudes of adults toward environ-
mental hazards were studied in terms of
whether or not people feel that declining
environmental quality is a serious threat
and whether they would tolerate certain
energy sources near their homes. They
were also asked if they agreed or dis-
agreed that declining environmental
quality poses a serious threat to the fu-
ture well-being of most Americans.
Nearly 90 percent agreed that this is the
case.

They were also asked how serious they
considered several potential hazards as-
sociated with nuclear power (disposal of
radioactive waste, -explosion, theft of
plutonium, radiation expoure from nor-
mal operation, thermal pollution). Each
hazard was to be categorized as very
serious, moderately serious, or not seri-
ous. Each was considered more serious
than not, with the disposal of radioactive
waste regarded as the most serious
hazard listed.

When asked to identify which of eight .
types of energy producers they would be



Wi g to have built within 25 mile of
eir homes, young adults marked only

large windmills and large solar energy
collectors as acceptable. Nuclear power
plants feceived more "no" responses
than any of the other seven (large

large solar energy collectors,
darn with hydroefectrid plant, geother-
mal power plant, coal-burning power
plant, ceal gasification plant, oil shale
processing plant).

A series of questions was designed to
ascertain whether young adults hac(an
envirqnmental perspective or an enegY
development perspective. Responses
suggeited a fairly strong preference for
environmentel coecern as opposed to
at-all-costs energy development. How-
ever, a substantial number (37 percent)
disagreed that auto pollution control is
more important than gasoline mileage.
The majority disagreed that we should
use all of the natural' gas, Oil and
gaseline we need now

Certain energy-solutions have implica-
tions beyond the present. The quest for
energy alternatives forces the consid-
eration of thatrade-off between geneiat-
ing more energy and pOssible high risks
to health, safety: the environmeat, and
the social and economic well-beIng of
the natien.

Young adults were asked to e ate
the seriousness of problems asso iated
with seven energy-producing sources
(coal mining, nuclear-powered genera-
tors, offshore drilling and the Alaskan oil
pipeline, importing or shipping foreign
oil to the U.S., coal-powered generators,
oil shale) across three major trade-off
areas: health and safety, the environ-
ment, and social and economic impact.

In terms of health and safety, coal min-
ing was thought to offer the most serious
energy trade-off and oil shale, the least
serious. In terms of environmental prob-
lems, nuclear-powered ge'odrators were
'ewed as presenting the most serious

energy trade-off, with coal mining a
close second. Solar heat collectors were
considered the leaSt serious threat to the
environment. In terrhs of social and eco-
nomic impact, there was yet a third rank-
ing. The importation of foreign oil was
viewed as being the most serious,. These
results suggest that young adults havea
different perspective on the various
energy producess, depending on
whether, they are viewed in terms of
health and safety, the environment and
pollution, or social and economic im-
pact. The ratings also suggest that
young adults may not have sufficient in-
formation about the relative seriousness
of the energy producers.

What do the flpsults Mean?
The National ASsessment staff does

not malce interpretative comments about
the data it col4ects. However, comments
from outside experts in the field are in-
vited. The report concludes with a chap-
ter containing reactions from four per-
sons interested in and knowledgeable

-

about energy edueation who served as
conultants to the National Assessment
staff.

These consultants saw both positive
and negative implioations. There was
evidence of deeper awareness and con-
cern about the energy situation than was
indicated by earlier" polls (by other
groups). However, the sample _did not
really have the understanding of deeper
issues and concepts that is necessary for
making informed decisions. Present re-
sults seem to indicate a high exposure to
information about eineigy problems and
issues. Probably much of this informa-
tion comes from the popular press rather
than from schools.

While young adults demonstrated
quite a bit of concern and awareness,
they did not demonstrate commensurate
knowledge or deep undertanding of the
kind of choices an informed citizenry
must make. There was little evidence of
uneierstanding of trade-effs, time lags in
energy production, conversion pro
ceases, and the technologies associated
with energy development.

The prevailing lifestyle of the last 10-20
years, has raised the expectations of

P young adults. they extiect to be able to
continue to depend on high egergy use.
Results of the survey Suggest that the
last area inwhich young ,adults are wil-
ling to conserve is in personal transpor-
tation.

Tt-iere are contradictions in percep-
tions about the Seriousness of the prob-
lern. Young Americans are pessimistic in
their attitudes toward the seriousness of
the energy problem but they are naively
optimistic about potential solutions.
Their attitude may be translated as
"through technology, scientists will'
solve everything." (p. 28) Apparently the
less young adults now about energy
technology, the more optimistic they
tend to be abciut it.

Young adults showed little evidence of
making distinctions among alternative
energy sources, particularly those
sources requi rine! knoiledge of science
and engineering. They do not appear to
understand that most of our electricity
comes from coal. Youno adults seem to
know most about transportation and
their cars and next most about petro-
leum, its by-products and uses.

Young adults show little evidence of
being prepared to select practical
energy options for the future. There is no
evidence that supports the idea that tais
age group has thought realistically
about various energy technologies and
conversions and the many problerng as-
sociated with energy alternatives. '

The consultants raised the question of
how important is It thaf.people under-
stand some of the details associated
with the energy problem and the selec-
tion of alternative energy sources?
,There appears to be a need,for "how to"
information that can be quickly and
widely disseminated throughout the
country for the benefit of all age popti

tions. There is also a need for an infusion
of energy facts and information into
existing curricula in the schools. Energy
information cart be used to enrich the
curriculum rather than replacing some
of the current curriculum material, in
both social studies and science courses.

Ninety-five percent of the young adults
sampled believe that such topics as
basic energy knowledge, energy prob-
lems, the future of energy, etc. should
definitely be an important part of every
school's curriculum. Full-scale educa-
tional implementation of energy infor-
mation in schools appears to be a
somewhat distant goal. While there are
sotre exemplay materials on energy
available forgrades K-12, there appears
to be little widespread communicalion
and cooperation within or between
states to further energy education. Few
state legislatures and/or governors' of-
fices have provided input, financial or
otherwise, into the K-12 energy educa-
tion effort, with moststates' K-12 energy
education programs being,funded by the
federal government.

Additional NAEP Data:
Science and Society Ctn-
cerns

The most recent assessment of sci-
ence achievement took place duringThe
1978-77 schoOl year. In addition to seek-
ing information about students' knowl-
edge of science content and of science
processes, items were designed to pro-
vide information about students' knowl-
edge in the area of science and sopiety:
the implications of science for mankind.
The science and soOiety itemg" em-
phasized persistent societal problems,
science and self, and applied science.

These three components were con-
sidered to reflect the general goal of sci-
ence education that students should
understand the implications of science
for their own lives and the lives of other
people. The questions about persistent
societal problems wete designed to as-
sess students' understanding of socie-
ty's technological development. Four
topics were included: health and safety,
environment, growth, and i'esource
management. Within the science and
self area were questions about the
everyday use of science by the individual
.and personally relevant topics such as
health, nutrition, and safety, Applied Sci-
ence and technology topics dealt with
the application of,knowledge in biologi-
cal, physical and earth sciences to a va-
riety of societal issues and with an un-
derstanding of the potential payoffs
andior dangers of various scientific and
technological endeavors.

The following findings relate to areas
of science and ;society. Seventy-seven
percent of the nine-year-olds who_ were
tested could apply their knowledge of
ecosystems to an understanding of why
populations will stop increasing in size



when there is a limited amount of food,
space and air. Only 46 percent could
apply their. knowledge of nutrition to
select a balanced rnerriu over menus that
emphasize mainly carbohydrates and
fats, protein, or carbohydrates alone.

. Sixty percent of the 13-year-oids un-
derstood that venereal disease is com-*
mon today among people in all kinds of
domrnunities, not only among poor
people, criminals, city people, young
people or people over 25. Thirty-six per-
cent understood*pat harvesting, not

' yield, giowth, or Me of fertilizers, ia the

k
eajor problem of planting high-yield
rains in underdeveloped countries.

nty-nine percent knew that cars, not
o n trash burners, fog or factories are
the major cause of air pollution in most
large American cities. Twenty percent
understood that "no smoking" signs are
meant to control the supply of burnable
material that could start a fire, that foam
fire extinguishers are meant to control
the supply of oxygen aveilable for a fire
and that heavy electrical wires and brick
walls are meant to control high tempera-
tures of a fire. i

Ninety-triree percent, of the 17-year-
olds answered the question about ven-
ereal disease correctly. Eighty-two per-
cent cotikl apply planning theory to
select the most accurate definition of a
problem that has conflicting environ-

4 mental and economic benefits.
Seventy:one percent understood the
concept of energy transformation as it
applies to four examples of possible
change. Only thirty-seven percent knew
that cars, not open trash burners, fog, or
factories are the major cause of air pollu-
tion in most large American cities.
Twelve percent knew that a wide variety
of consumer products such as plastics,
synthetic fabrics, etc. are petroleum
products.

When performance of males and
females was analyzed, females outper-
formed males in the areas of, decision-
making and science-and-self. The per-
formance of males was higher than that
of females for persistent societal prob-
lems (except for the nine-year-old
group) and for the area of applied sci-
ence and technology (for which nine-
year-olds were not sampled). Black stu-
dents as well as \White students living in
advantaged-urban communities per-
formed significantly higher' than did
their peers living in disadvantaged-
urban communities. Blacks, pbor
whites, Hispanicxstudents, and females
tended to perfoern consistently below
national averagest the three age levels
tested.

In his commentary on these results,
Lester G. 'Paldy, Dean of Continuing and
Developing Education at the State Uni-
versity of New York at Stony Brook,
wrote:

To remedy the inequalities in sci-
ence achievement documented in
the National Assessment report, and
to prepare disadvantaged and in-

adequately represented members of
society to assume positiops requir-
ing technical and scientilic compe-
tence, requires a comprepensive
plan of action that links all elements
of American society. The 9-year-olds
discussed in the NAEP report will
become our leaders in the first half
of the 21st century, If tliieir ranks are
to include adequate representations
of rn1nority members and women,
we must begin as soon as possible.
We pow command. the resources
and possess the technological
capacity to educate people in their
homes and to share information at a
rate and scale that staggers the in-
tellect. If our children are to be ready
for the 21st century', we must begin
to prepare them now. (p. 39)

*

Territory for the Pacificolslands.
A survey instrument was'developed in

consdltation with,Ahe Department of
Energy and mailed to the schools. A us-
able response rate of 29.57 percent was
identified when the returns were an-
lyzed. This apjraximately 30 percent
rate is statistically sufficient for the con-
ditions of the study but it also means that
caution should be used in interpretin
the data. In some instances the rate
response was too.clow to treat the da,t at

-----7-111,kfralysis of the usable responats in-
dicated that region 5 was overlepre-
sented and districts under 300 in size
were undertiepresented.

Data were not adjusted, for climate,.
Readers need to recall. that 1977-78 Was
lone of The two worst years, for cold
weather, in the last half-century, accord-
ing to the weather bureau. The effects of
school closings due to fuel curtailment
in the winter of 1977-78 were .considered
but, since the total number of pupil days
lost kvas less than one percent of the
operational demand, this factor Was dis-
regarded.

Individuals analyzing the study's data
considered the thedian BTU'S per sqvare
foot bYtotal and by Federal Energy Ad-
ministration's earlier findings. (BTU
stands for British thermal unit, a unit of
heat equal to 252 calories or the quantity
of heat required to-raise the temperature
of one pound of water from 62°F to 63°F.)
Consumption figures by region logically
followed the respective seventy of the
climate, with a decrease in consumption
for all regions as compared with the ear-
lier data, even iwhen the climatic de-
mands on eneigy were great.

Questions in the survey were not de-
signed to determine how these energy
reductions were accomplished nor the
amount of money invested in energy
conserving measures. The analysis in-
ferred that savings could be primarilyat-
tributed to changes in operations, more
energy conscious maintenance, and im-
plementation of low cost retrofits.

The study alsofound that districts with
over 5,000 pupils cobsumed 11.6 per-
cent less fuel than those districts under
5,000 in size. This finding may suggest
the benefits of on-staff expertise in
energy conservation. If thisis a valid as-
sumption, the use of educational service
agency resources to assist smaller
school districts might be a very cost-
effective vehicle for training and techni-
cal assistance.

An analysis was made of the types of
fuel used by the schools; nationally and
by regions. No prior figures are available
for comparison purposes. Natural gas
consumption on a national basis was 55
percent. The second most widely used
type of fuel was oil (all grades) at 25 per-
cent. Other types of fuels were electricity
for heating and cooling, 7.4 percent and
for heating only, 8.8 Orcent; propane, 2
percent; coal, 1.5 percent; butane, .002
percent; and diesel fuel, .0015 percent.

Variations in fuel source by region

.ENERGY
CONSUMPTION
IN THE
NATIOk'S SCH,OOLS

In 1979 a survey was made of, a sys-
tematic random sample of the nation's
schools to determine their energy con-
sumption. Schools involved were drawn
from the membership list of the Ameri-
can Association of School Adminis-
tratbrs (AASA) and were stratified by dis-
trict size. Using a ratio of 1:4 for districts
over 25,000 enrollment and 1:7 for dis-
tricts under that figure, a sample of 2127
schools was drawn. This sample was
matched to the universe of school sys-
tems andsto the number of districts in the
ten federal energy regions.`and found to
be generally representative.

Because the federai energy regions
will be discussed relative to the study's
findings, it seems appropriate to identify
the states included in the ten regions.
These regions are, for the continental
United States,

1 Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont,
Connecticut, New Hampshire

2 New York
3 Pennsylvania, West Virgin a, Vir-

ginia, Maryland
4 Kentucky, Tennessee, North

Carolina, South Carolina, Missis-
sippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida

5 Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois.
Wisconsin, Minnesota

6 Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Texas, New Mexico

7 Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri
8 North Dakota. South Dakota, Mon-

tana Wyoming, Utah, Colorado
9 Nevada, Arizona, California, Hawaii

10 Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Alaska

Region 2 also includes Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands. Region 4 includes the
Canal Zone, and Region 9 includes
American Samoa, Guam, and the Trust ')



were far greater than expected and
pointed up differences of considerable
importance to decisions relative to
energy in the schools. For instance, oil
provided 31 percent of the fuel used in
region 3 but only .3 perce'rit for region 6.
This is significant when reduction in oil
irn'ports is constdered."Any analysis of
the economic impact of gas deregulaz
hon on the schools should consider that
the impact would be much greater in re-
gions 4 (18 percent of the fuel used). 5
(20 percent), 6 (23 percent). and 9(17
percent) than in regions 1 (.6 percent of
the fuel used), 2 (1 percent), and 10 (2
percent. Coal strikes would have the
most impact on regions 3 (31 percent of
the fuel used). 4 (21 percent) and 5 (31
percent).

An analysis of the fuel sources regibn
by region showed that, in region 1, oil
supplies 79 percent of the schools'.
energy while 11 percent comes from gas
and 9 percent from electricity. However,
region 6 gets 79 percent of its fuel from
natural gas for school needs. The use of
oil is negligible-and 'electricity makes up
18 percent of the energy used.

District size apPears to influence some
fuel usage. Larger districts use a dispro-
portionate amount of natural gas. Small
districts show greater reliance on elec-
tricity. Oil appears to supply about 25

percent of the districts. r4gardless of
size.

The analysts for the American Associ-
ation of School Administratcirs conclude
that, while the 35 percent reduction in
consumption of fuel over a five-year
period is Otte remarkable, the average .
1977-78 consumptionefioure of 104,445
BTV's per square foot, leaves room for
Iuture conservati n efforts. Reductions
suggest that scho Is are ready to take
advantage of federa assistance in the
school energjf grants program. Savings
already eVident indicate that sources of
self-help are being exhausted and that
assistance with capital investments to
save energy should bring maximum
benefits. c

Difference irf consumption of, various
fuels by region warrants careful scrutiny,
the analysts write. They suggest that in
certain regions where fuel consumption
profiles are distinctive, technical assis-
tance and specific conservation efforts
should be adapted accordingly.

The magnitude of consumptiOnV,iffer-
ences by district size should be 948died
further. These differences are sufficient
to recommend that more attention
needs to be paid to assisting smaller
school districts in their efforts to con-
serve energy. Educational service agen-
cies are najural vehicles for offering this
assistanee' and methods of utilizing their
services should be explored.

This report, despite the small percent./
age of usable returns, de§erves the et-

, tention of both school administrators
and energy experts. Administrators need
to consider the educational program
their schools offer in relation to the type
of fuel they use. If conversion measures
appear too expensive relative to school
finances available, they need to take ad-
vantage of the school energy grants
program.

Experts predict the supply of. the
world's oil will be in a short-fall situation
by the year 2000. Before this date is
reached in 20 years., strong oil conserva-
tion ,measures are going-to be needed.
Costs may double or triple as the oil sup-
ply is depleted or oil embirgos are itn-
posed. Region 3, with its present 31 per-
cent rate of oil consumption for school
fuel, shbuld be expecially conscious of
this situation. Region 3 also uses coal for
another 31 percent of its fuel. As oil
prices increase, schools in Pennsylva-
nia, West Virginia, Virgini'a and Maryland
would have severe problems if coal min-
ers were to qo on a protonted strike.

School administrators need to work
with educational servibe agencies and
other sources of assistance related to
energy conservation to .establish
policies for future ,decisions regarding
the building of new schools and the im-
plementation of procedures to make
existing schools more energy efficient.

PERCENTAGE OF CONSUMPTION, BY REGION, OF SPECIFIED FUELS

(By SCHOOL BUILDING COUNT)*

Fed. En,
Region

Natural
Gas

Oil
Htglc

FUEL SOURCE''
Electrical

Hta/only

34 8.6 23e 13 2 16

2 8i 10.7 293 9 4 37

3 4 255 31 854 12 ,97 6 58

4 18 1072 9 248 22 182 23 220

20 1215 16 447 3 106 15 149

6 23 1370 3 9 25 206 11 104

456 6 164 6 51 5 45

8 348 2 54 44 21 204

9 17 1044 1.6 45 54 7 73

10 2 124 14 387 6 47 6 56

Total 5999 2734 809 962

*page 9, AASA Energy Use Study

Co/only
Coal Propane

cyo

1 9 0 2 4

1 13 0 .4 1

15 '125 31 53 .4 1

24 205 21 36 45- 99

12 101 31 53 4 9

"Npe-eah

20 168 0 11 25

4 33 3 6 19, 42

2 14 6 11 10 22

852 168 290



Note: the document from which this
report was made in being placed in the
ERIC system. Its SE number is 029 342. It
is entitled AASA Enkrgy Use Study and is
dated August, 1979. Individuals wishing
further 41formation are asked to contact
Dr. Shirley J. Hansen, Director of Energy
Programs, AASA, 1801 North Mccii
Street, Arlington, VA 22209.

-ERIC SMEAC
Publications \in
Environmental
Education
Energy Activities for the Classroom.

Herbert Coon and Michelle Alexander.
editors. $4.95 ED 130 833

This sourcebook-, designed for use in
grades K-12, contains energy teaching
actiNitties related to energy resources,

diStribution,:anzt use. Each
activity has been classified by the editors
according to the most appropriate grade
level, subject. matter, and energy \ con-
cept involved. Subject areas are science,
mathematics, social studies, language
arts, and fine arts. References cited in
specific activities could be useful to per-
sons interested in obtaining more ac-
tivities and ideas related to energy. Many
activities are interdisciplinary in nature
and were developed or suggested by
public school teachers.

Recycling:Activities for the Classroom.
-Mary Lynne Bowman and Herbert L.
Coon, editors. $4.95 ED 159 075

This publication contains activit
designed to help teachers involve stu-:

dents in examining the nature and im-
portance of recycling. For each activity a
purpose, grade level, subject matter
area, and recycling concept are given.
Social studies (52 activities) and science
activities (45) predominate but other
teaching areas are also represented.
Many activities are interdisciplinary. A
section listing readings, films, and or-'
ganizations to contact for recycling. in-
formation is included.

EnergAdocation: A Bibillography of
Abstracts from Resources in Educa-
tion (R1E) from 1966-1978. Milton
Rinehart et al., compilers.

$5.50 ED 166 067

This compilation of abstracts from Re-
sources in Education fRIE) identifies ..

publications relating to energy educa-
tion: (1) instructional materials such as
teaching activity guides, (2) teacher re-
source guides, (3) information sources
on energy resources, or (4) sChool' build-
ing conservation materials. Over 500
publications are identified. Subject, au-
thor,.and institutional author indices are
included to aid the user in locating a
specific publication.

Energy EducaticM: A-Bibliography of Ci-
tations from Current Index to Jour-
nals in Educittion (C1JE) from 1966-
1978. Milton Rinehart et al., compil-
ers. $5.50 SE '026 992

This compilation of annotations from
Current Index to Journals in Education
(CIJE) identifies articles relating to
nergy education: (1) 'instructional ma-
erials such as teaching activities, (2)
teacher resources, (3) information
sources on energy resources, or (4)
school building conservation materials;
Over 500 articles are included. Subject

9 4

and author indices are included to aid
the user in location a soeèific article.

Energy Activities for the Classroom,
olume II. Herbert L. Coon and Mary..

L9nne Bowman, editors.
SE 027 730

This volusne supplements, but does
not replace; t6e previously-described
sourcebook edited by Coon and Alexan-
der (ED 130 833). It is also designed for
use in grades K-12 and contains energy
teaching activities related to energ re-
sources, production, distribution and
use. Each activity has been classified
according to most appropriate grade
level, subject matter, and energy con-
cept involved. Subject areas are science,
mathematics, social studies, slanguage
arts, and fine arts. References cited in
speoific activities may be useful to per-
sons interested 'in obtaining more ac-
tivities and ideas related to energy. Many
of the activities are interdisciplinary in
natureand were suggested o r developed
by public school teachers.

Readers wishing to order a copy of any
of these publications may either contact -

the ERIC Clearinghouse for Science.
Mathematics and.Emfironmental Educa-
tion 'and order tiirectly from the Clear-

. ioghouse or may purchase the publica-
tions from the ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service (EORS), P.O. Box 190,
Arlington, VA 22210. Materials ordered
from EDRS may be purchased as micro-
fiche or papercopy. Prices for micro-
fiche or papercopy are quoted in the
document resumes in Resources in
Education (RIE). Clearinghouse docu-
ments with SE numbers have been-sent
to EMS for inclusion ina future issue of
Resources in Education (RIE). When
each document is announced in R1E, it
will haye an ED number in addition to its
SE number.



(5).

I ERIC
Clearinghousp
for Science, Mathematics
and Environmental Eduation

SOME TOPICSOF CURRENT INTEREST TO TEACHERS OF SCIENCE,
MATHEMATICS, W ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

This issue of the ERIC-SmEAC informati7 bulletin contains informationublished.in Resources in Educati6n
(RIE) in 197.9, which is related to some questions frequently Aked of ERIC-SM4C staff members. These quesliQns-
refledt topics-of current interest to teachers and administratOrs. Some areas of 'concern to science teachers are
science and the handicapped, safety, and careers for women in science. Mathematics topits fOcus on calculators,
math anxiety, and mathematics assessment. Environmental edii;cation topics-are related to both energy education
and environmental educatipn. b

Staff'rnembers haye identified some relevant,ED (educational document) entries dealing with the3opics listed .

above. The document entries have been taken directly from issues of Resources in Education. Mese entries are 'not
intended to be exhaustive but are representative ..of the documents recently added to the ERIC system.:.4

The documents may be pyrchased from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS),.P.O. Box 199, Aelington,
VA 22210. A few.dOCumdnts contain the notation "HC (or PC) not available from EMS." Thismeans that papercopy is
not available frOm EDRS although microfiche copies of the document may be purchased. Complet4 ordering
information is found in the back pages of each issue of Resources in Education. # .

,.....

If the document of interest isa product of the ERIC Glearinghouse.for Science, Mathematics or E-nvironmental
Education, it may be purchased directly from the Clearinghouse or orderedirom EDRS.

SCIENCE AND THE HANDICAPPED ED 166 378 "I.*, CE 018 924 with severe hearing handicaps. These prod-
A Science-Oriented Pareer Guidance Sys- ucts can be used independently by handicap-

ED 161 714 , SE 025 177 tern for the Physically Handicapped. Final ped and non-handicapped ,individnals in
Hofmen. Helenmarie. Ed. Report & External Evaluation, classrooms, rehabilitation centers, and other
A Working Conference on Science Educe- Thomasville Board of Education, Ga. career...guidance settings as:, well as-for the

Oen for Handicapped Students: Proceed- Spons AgencyNational Science Founda- training of personnel tor Mese locations.: A
ings (April 3-5, 1078). tion. Washington, D.C. project dvaluation indicateNthat al+ devisOp=,

National Science Teachers Association. P ate- 31 Oct 78
,

mental objectives were met.\te majoP preb-
Washington. D.C. ;Kite-73p. lem was the lack of time for dequate field

Spora AgencyNational Science Founda- Pub TypeReports - Descriptive (141) testing of developed materials. (The appen-
tier). Washington. D.C. EBBS Price MF-S0.03 HC-$3,50 Plus Postage dix, comprising two-thirds of this repOrt. in-,

Pub Date-78 cludes the following: a fist of ttke two hundred
Note 392p.: Not available in hard copy due DescriptorsAdults, Audiovisual Aids, Au- twenty-eight career brief jobs. sample carder

to numerous small and light type throuoh- rally Handicapped, *Career Awareness, briefs, Eirnple scripts for television and radio
out entire document Career Opportunities. *Career Planning, public service announcements; sample let-

EDRS Price ME-$0.83 Pius Postage. HC Not Guidance Objectives. Guidance Programs, ters, and sample interview and survey forms.)
Available from EDRS. Handicapped Students.Independent Study, (EM)

, Information Dissemination. *InformationDescriptorsBlind Children. *Conference ..

Reporis. Crippled Children, Curriculum, Systems, Mass Media. "Occupational Gui-
ED 171 071 EC 115 280

i
dance, Occupational Information. Or-Oeaf Chktdren. *Elementary Secondary Cardullies. Aeter J. And Othersthopedically Handicapped, *PhysicallyEducation. Facilities. *Handicapped, Hand- Three Adapted Science Skill Builders foreconicapped. dary Sc oo StuentsHd Shl d.icapped Children. 'Handicapped StUdents. an

Junior and Senior High School OrthoTd-
instruction. Instructional Materials, "Physi- Systems Development, Visually Handicap-

, ically Handicapped Students.
catty Handicapped_ *Science Education ped

. Pub Date--,:-Apr 79
This conference attempted to assess the A career guidance sysiem to encourage Note-21 p.: Paper presented at the

,
Annual

state of the art and develop recommendations and assist physically handicapped secondary International Convention, The cguncil for
for new,directions in science education and level students and adults to undertake sci- Exceptional Children (57th, Dallas. Texas,
careers in science for the handicapped stu- ence careers was designed, produced, and April 22-27. 1979. Session W-86)
dent. Nnel discussions were held on such field tested. Focus is on visual, hearing, and Pub TOeReports - Research (143)
topics as: (1) attitudinal barriers and other orthopedic handicaps. The following prod- Speeches/Meeting Papers (150)
obstacles to harkdicapped students; (2) cur ucts were developed: (1) two hundred EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
rent practices relating to all physical hand- twenty-eight science-related career briefs in Descriptors'Exceptional Child Research,
icaps: (3) mainstreaming and the law; (4) cur- large print, audio tape. Braille, and microfiche Instructional Materials, 'Material De-
rent practices related to auclitorially hand- formats (each includes job description.r5iep- velopment, 'Physically Handicapped. "Sci,'
mapped students; (5) visually handicapped aration requirements, earnings. and employ- ence Equipment, 'Science Experiments,
students; (6) science education, tha.hand- ment outlook); (2) ten sound filmstrips show- Science Instruction. Secondary Education
icapped. and careers; (7) orthopedically ing sixty handicapped scientists filmed on the The study was designed to determine how
handicapped students; and (8) science job; (3) radio and television public service an- standard science skill builder activities can be
careers, ter handicapped students. Through nouncements about science career opportu- modified or adapted for use by orthopedically
working sessions the conferencti participants nines for the physically handicapped; (4) a handicapped students. Nine secondary level
developed' a position statement of science science career guide for the visually hand- science e perirnents were selected for initial
education for the physically handicapped icapped; (5) self-career exploration and deci- review an fom these, three were selecled for
student. Recommendations tor action are sion making exercises; and (6) companion adaptatio use of the microscope, use of
addressed to various groups. (Auther/68) science and work-related glossaries for43hose graduated cylinders, and use of the balance.

:-).4
IN



Ea eh of ehe activities was modified in terms
of thwelevels of, involvement of orthopedi-
Catty handicapped: mildly involveddefined
as ambulatory with or without assistance, ue
-of one or both hands, can be an active partici-
pant in The experiment; moderately
involvedconfined to a wheelchair, use of
one onboth hands, may have muscular dys-

-function, may have a moderate degree of par-
ticipation and may need some assistance in
the experiment; and Severely involved
'confined to a wheelchair, minimal use of
hands and a high probabihty of being a pas-
sive participant in the experiment. As each
skill builder activity was conducted as it
would be in an averaoe secondary school,
task analyses were conducthd to identify pos-
sible problems thatenight occur when the ac-
tivities are being performed by+orthopedically
handicapped learners. (The revisions of the
adapted skill builder activities appear in their

' final form in the last section c4 the document
with sections on use of each instrument, pre-
skills needed:expected outcome, expenmen-
tal steps, ada 'tenons needed for each level of
involvement. Mayer equipment modification,
and demonstratioreof learning,) (381-I)

4

ED 171 531 SE 027;592
McCarley, Orin, Ed.
Science Education Nelis, Fall 1978/Winter

1979.
American Association forthe Advancement of

Science, Washington, D.C.
Report No.AAAS-Pub-7911-1
Pu Dthe-79
Note-13p.
Available from Science Education News,

American Association for the Advancement
of Science, 1515 Massachusetts Avenue,
N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20005 (no price
qUoted)

pub Type--Callected Wprks :Serials (022)
EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
Descriptors'Aurally. Handicapped. Blind,

Career Opporiunities. Counseling, Deaf
Education, Elementary 'Secondary iduca-
tioo, Higher Education, Mainstreaming,
'PhysiCally Handicapped, *Science Educa-
tion, *Visually Handicapped
This issue of the American Agsociation for

the Advancement of Science (AAAS) newslet-
, ter is devoted to the science education for

physically, visually. and aurally handicapped
children. Articles inelude thoughts on teach-
ing deaf students and blind students, a brief
description of a science program for young
physically handicapped children, aids in
teaching laboratory science to visually im-
paired students and deaf students, aids in
teadhipg field aspects of science to the physi-
cally handicappe'd, and counseling of the
handicapped for a career in science. A collec-
tion of addresses of organizations and
sources of infOrmation for teachers who have
handicapped students in their classes is in-
cluded. (MA)

ED 173 '126
Adams, Gary H., Comp.
Scienc'e for the Physically Handicapped in

Higher Education: A Guide to Sources of
Information.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (DOC), Washington. D.0 Environ-
mental Data Service.

Pub DateApr 79
Note-39p.
Pub TypeRe(erence Materials

Directones/Catalogs (132)
Ems Price - t4F01/PCO2 Plus Postage.

SE 027 956

DescriptorssAccesslo Education. Ancillarf
Services, *Career Opportunities, Educa-
tional Opportunities, Equipment, Federal
Programs; Higher Education, oinformation
Needs, Information Utilization, *Physically

.Handicapped, Reference Materials, Re-
habilitation. *Science Education 'NA

Identifiers*National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration
Tlais guide is intended to be a reference for

Persons needing to know where to fi ad infor-
mation about science education, career op-'
portunities, and other programs for physically
handicapped individuals. Sources listed in
the-guide include; (1) Federal agencies that
run assistance progfams tor the handicap-
ped; (2) Professional societies specifically in-
terested in promoting opportgeities in sci-
ence for the' handicapped; (3) organizations
and companies that provide assistance in
making laboratories or buildingsriccessible
and manufacture special equipment for hand-
icappert persons; (4) aries and lieferma-
non centers which ve science education
callections or as clearinghouses fbr sci-
ence career, education, financial, an
merit information; (5) Prieted sources,
as directorie& handbooks. and guides wh ch
provide informatien about handicap* sai-
,entists, recruitment and admissions of
icapped stUdents, funding sources. and ac-
cessible universities and their programs; and
(6) Computerized information sy,stems Which
provide on-line access via teletypewriter ter-

. minafeto databases which contain informa-
tion on' science education, research, and
teaching materials for handicapped students'.
The guide should be of interest to educators,
adrninistratora. and researchers in all area's of
secondary education, rehabilitation, univer-
sities, businesses and government. (Author/
SA)

SAFETY

ED 164 250 SE 025 000
Dean, Robert A. And Others
Safety in the Secondary Science Classroom.
National Science Teachers Association,

Washinoton. D.C.
Pub,Date-78
Note-108p.; Not available in hard copy due

4- to copyright restrictions
Available fromNational Science Teachers

Association. 1742 Connecticut Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (Stock
Number 471-14752; $4.00)

EDRS Price MF-$0.83 Plus Postage. HC Not
Available from VAS.

Descriptors*Accident Prevention, Biology.
Chemistry, *First Aid, *Health, Injuries,
*Laboratory Safety, Physics, *Safety Edu-
cation, School Safety. Science Education,
Secondary Education
This booklet is made available by the Na-

tional Science Teachers Association to pro-
vide district safety officers, school principals,
science department heads, and secondary
school science teachers with information on
safety in schools, especially in science class-
rooms. The range of information includes
Occupational Safety and Health Administra-
tion, first aid, general and specific instruc-
tions to teachers and students in biology,
physics, chemistry, and life/physical science
classes, and safe practices to follow for extra
curricular activities. The publication is a
compilation of recommended practices in the
area of science taken from mariy sources
throughout academia and industry. The book-
let includes a recommended standard stu-
dent accident report format and a biblioo-
raphy for further reference, (GA)

ED 174 7-472 028 544
Crowder, Betty' Pogue And Others
Oakland County Science Safety Series: Rer.

terence Guide for Elementaty Science. .

Oakland County Schools, Pontiac. Mich.
Pub Date-77
Note-102p.; For related documents,. See

SE 028,545-547: Not available in hard
copy due to copyright restriction's; Con-
tains colored pages-that may not reproduce
well; Pages 63-64a removed due to
copyright re-strictions; Guide prepared by
the Division of Instruction

Available fromOakland Schools, Division of
Instruction, 2100Pcintiac Lake Ijoad. Pon-
tiac, Michigan 48054 ($8.50 com

Pub TypeGuides - Classroom - Teacsheetr:
$2.50 ea.)

(052)
EDBS Price - MFO1 Plus Postage. Pt Not Av-

ailable from MRS.
Descriptors*Accident Prevention, *Class

Activities, *Elementary Edu'cation,
*Elementary School Science, Field Trips,
Laboratory Procedures, Laboratory Safety.

eSafehy, 'Schobl Safety, eScieriee duca-
non, Science instruction,
This reference guide is designed to or-'

ganize and sugge'st acceptable practicesand
proced6res for dealing with safety in elemen-
tary science instrudion. It is intended as a-
reference for teachers, administrators,- and
other school staff in planning tor science ac-
tivities and in making daily safety decisio s.
Topics covered in the guide include: (1) r
sponsibility; (2) animals; (8) chemicals; '(4)
electricity; (5) field trips; (6) first aid; (7). high
risk labs; (8) lab equipment: (9) open flames;
(10) plants; (11) model rockets, etc.; and (12)
safety glassee. Several 'appendices deal with
specialized diinsiderations, (Author/RE)

ED 174 473 SE_ 028 545
Bury, Dan And Others
Oakland County Science Safety Series: Re-

ference Guide for Biology.
Oakland County Schools. Pontiac, Mich.
Pub Date-77
Note-122p.; For related documents, see SE

028544-547; Not available in hard copy due
to copyright restrictions; Contains occa-
sional colorecnpages which may not repro-
duce well; Guide prepared by the Division
of instruction

Available fromOakland Schools. Division of
Instruction. 2100 Pontiad Lake Road. Pon-
tiac, Michigan 48054 ($8.50 complete set:
$2.50 ea.)

Pub TypeGuides Classroom - Teacher
(052)

EORS Price - MF01 Plus Postage. PC Not Av-
ailable from EMS.

-

Descriptors*Accident Prevention. Biol.-
ogy, Laboratory Procedures. Laboratory
Safety. 'Safety. Safety Equipment, 'School
Safety, 'Science Education, 'Science In-
struction, Secondary Edueation
This referencetguide is designed to or-

ganize and sugoest acceptable practices and
procedures for dealing with safety in the area
of biology instruction, lt is intended as a re-
ference for teachers, administrators, and
other school staff in planning for science ac-
tivities and in making,daily safety decisions.
Discussions deal with responsibility for
safety. microbes, use of plant materials, ()tie
of animals, laboratory activities with humans,
safety glass4, use of lzktioratory equipment
and sappliee, field trig& high rlsk experi-
ments. special activities, emergencies, and
recomvandations. Numerous appendices
deal wki. specialized considerations. (RE)



WOMEN IN SCIENCE
ED 164 290 SE 025 436
Weiss, iris R. And Others
The Visiting Women Scientists Pilot Program

1978: Highlights Repod
Research Triangle inst., Durham, N.C. Center,

for Educational Research and Evaluation.
Spons AgencyNational Science Founda-

tion, Washington, D.C.
Report No.RTI-1481-00-02-F
Pub DateAug 78
ContractSPI-77-21-262,
Note--17p.; For related docuAent, see SE

025437
EDRS Price MF40.83HC-$1.67 Plus Postage.
Descriptors,-*Career Education, *Females.

Feminism. Higher Education, 'Science
Careers, Science Education, Scientists,
Womens Education, *Working Women
This publication describes a pilot program

which involved 40 women scientists and.c&-
sisted of visits to 110 high schools in the Un-
ited States. Each visit involved some of the
following activities: (1) a large group meeting
of tenth-gradefemale students; (2) seminars
for approximately 30 female students; (3)
meetings with individual ciasses; (4)' meet-
ings with school personnel; (5) informal chats
with students; and (6) an informal meeting
with the school principal or contact person.
This document presents an oveNiew of the
program, and describes the selection of the
high schoots to be visited, the selection of the
women scientists,- the conduction of the
meeting. and the evaluation of the program.
(BB)

ED 167 422 SE 026 847
Smith, Walter S. Stroup, Kale M.
Science Career Exploration for Women
National Science Teachers Association.

Washington. D.C.
Pub Date-79
Note-80p.; Not available in hard copy due to

copyright restrictions
Available fromNational Science Teachers

Association. 1742 Connecticut Avenue.
N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20009 (Stock
Number 471-14748; $2.50)

Pub TypeGuides - Non-Classroom (055)
EDRS Price MF-$0.83 Plus Postage. HC Not

Available from EDRS.
DescriptorsCareer education, *Career Exp-

loration, "Females, Feminism, Role Mod-
els, *Science Careers. Science Education,
Scienti46 Personnel; "Scientists, Wórnen
Professors, Womens Education. Women
Teachers, "Working Women
The main body of this pamplilet presents

Science career exploration activities for
wdrneri in the form of six modules. Complete
modules can be used as presented or ac-
tivities may be adapted or borrowed to suit
individual situations.'The modules are titled.
(-1) Turning A Girl Onto Science Careers.; (2)
What Do I Want Out of Life?, (3) How Do Pa-
rents and Friends Affect a Woman's Career
Choice?: (4) What CareerS Are Available?: (5)
What's it Like to be a Professional Women in a
Science Career?: and (6) OK. I'm Sold on Try-
ing a Science Career, But How Do I Get From
Here4to There? In addition, some information
on how to use the modules is presented along .
with a discussion of sources of conflict in
females at adolescence. (08)

ED 167 425
Dews. Audrey 8
Bibliography

phasis onlh
ety.

Pbtiobate-74
Note-55p.

SE 026 869

on Women: With Special Em-
elt Roles in Science and Sod-

Available 1rom-4cience History Publica-
tions, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York
10010 ($3.00)

Pub TypeReference Materials - Bibliog-
raphies (131)

EDRS Price MF-$0.83 HC-$3.50 Plus Postage
DescriptorsBooks, "Females, 'Feminism,

Physiology, Science reers, Scientist%
"Womens Education, ns Studies
This bibliography comprises Selected

books and articles from "The Library of Con-
gress Catalogue /5..a,--urrailative List of Works"
for`lite--years 1950 to March 1973, and un-
printed cards for the preceding years. The
purpose of the selection is to show the
numerous possibilities for locating research
materials on the roles and accomplishments
of women and the attitudes toward them. The
entries are listed alphabetically by author. In
addition, Other sources of articles about
women are mentioned, and a list of publishers
specializing in books related to studies of
women is given. (BEif

ED 170 125 SE 027 557
Count Me In: Educating Women for Science

and Math, Videotape Documentary and
Brochure.

Mills Coll., Oakland, Calif.
Spons AgencyOffice of Education (DHEW),

Washington,D.C. Women's Educational
Equity Act Program.

Pub Date-78
Note-26p.; Not available M hard copy due to

copyright restrictions; Best copy available
Available fromEducation Development

Center, 55 Chapel Street, Newtown, Mas-
sachusetts 02160 (no price quoted)

Pub TypeReports - Descriptive (141)
EDRS Price - MF01 Plus Postage. PC Not Ay-

:viable from'EDRS.
DescriptorsCareer Choice. 1.Career Educa-

tion, *Females, Feminism. Higher Educa-
tion, Mathematics, *Models, Science Edu-
cation. *Scientists, "Womens Education,
Womens Studies
Contained is a documentary of a com-

prehensive curricular/career model program
at Mills College designed to. help 'women
enter scientific and technical fields. A series
crf vignettes illustrating key aspects of the
program philosophy and methods is pre-
sented. Various viewpoints and experiences,
are related by women of different ages, ethnic
backgrounds, levels of math preparation, and
career aspirations in order to demonstrate
that women can be motivated to enter non-
traditional fields. Many elements of the prog-
ram can be adapted for use at other educa-
tional levels and typeS of institutions to meet
the needs of a variety of students. (Author/RE)

CALCULATORS

ED 159 480 CE 01e 124
Carney. Richard
Your Electronic Hand Calculator. How to Get

the Most Out of It.
Rutgers. The State Univ., New Brunswick, N.J.

Curricialum Lab.
Sports AgencyNew Jersey State Dept, of

Education, Trenton. Div. of Vocational
Educatton.

Pub DateSep 78
Not 232p.
Availble fromNew Jersey Vocational-

Te 1nical Curriculum Laboratory, Building
4 , Kilmer Campus, Rutgers University,
N Brunswick, New Jersey 08093 ($5.50

$ postage)
Price MF-$0.83 HC-$12r51tBlus Post-

age.

DescriptorsCalculation, Electronic Equip-
ment, `Equipment Utilization, Manuals,
*Mathematics Instruction,. Postsecondary
Education, Secondary Education

Identitiers*Calculators
Designed for use by students at beginning

high school through adult levels, this manual
contains seventeen lessons on uses of the
electronic hand calculator. Within eachof,the
eight sections lessons presented include ob-
jectives, procedural Information, examples,
and problems to be solved. Following an in-
troductory lesson to the calculator, section 2
provides lessons on three fundamental Oper-
ations: addition and subtraction, multiplica-
tion and division, and powers and roots. Sec-
tion 3 lessons are on decimals and,percents:
rounding off numbers, fractions to decimals,
and percentage. Two lessons on special fea-
tures are given in section 4: multiplication
and division by a constant, 'and memory. Sec-
tion 5 coyers order of operations; basic oper-
ationi and parentheseseln sizNtion 6, special
keys are presented; key, negatiye numbers
and sign-change key, recriprocal key, and ex-
change keys. Section 7 has two lessons on the
presentation of num6ers: significant figures
and scientific notation. Review problems are
provided in section 8. Selected answers to
problems presented in the various sections

9 are appended, and an index is provided. (JH)
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Getting to Know the.Calaulator., Problem Sol-

ving Project.
Northern low4.Univ., Cedar Falls, Mathema-

tics Learnfrtg Center.
Pub Date-75
Note-27p.; For related documents, see

SE 025 250-251; Not available in hard
copy due to marginal legibility ,of original
document

Available fromThe Director, Mathematics
Ldarning Center, University of Northern
Iowa, Cedar Falls. if:We 50613 (no price
quoted)

EDRS Price MF-$0.83 Plus Postage. 14C Not
Available from EDRS.

Descriptors'Calculation, elementary Edu-
cation, *Elementary School Mathematics,
Instruction. *Instructional Materials,
"Learning Activities. Mathematical For-
mulas, Pattern Recognition, ;Problem
Sets, "Problem Solving

IdentifierseCalculators. Est mation,
Number Operations
Many problems and a ies which can be

worked with a calcuIator contained in this
booklet. The problems include: pattern rec-
ognition, combinations of operations. estima-
tion, squares and square roots, rate prob-
lems, area, and volume. Chapter topics.,in-
elude: getting to know the calculator, single-
steWproblerns, using formulas, and multiple-
step problems. (MP)
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Calculator Handbook. Problem Solving Pro-

ject.
Pub Date-75
Note-39p.; For related documents. 'see SE

025249-251; Contains occasional light and
broken type

EDRS Price MF-$0.83 HC-$2.06 Pius Postage.
Descriptors--"Calculation, Elementary Edu-

cation, "Elementary School Mathematics,
Instruction, 'Instructional Materials,
"Learning Activities, Pattern Recognition,
'Problem Sets, "Problem Soh/mg

Identifiers"Calculators. Estimation.
Number Operations
These student worksheets include ac-



tivities in counting, place value, estim
the, four operations with whole number
number patterns, volume, inequalities, deci-
mal equivalents of fractions, and percents,
to be worked with a calculator. (MP)
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Ohio Regional Conferences on Mathematics

Education,
Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Center for Sci-.

ence and Mathematics Education.
Spons AgencyNation'el Science Founda-

tion, Washington, D.C.
Pub Date-78
GrantNSF-SER-77-20594
Note-291p.; Contains occasional light and

broken type.
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Available from EDRS.
DescriptorsCalculation, Conference Re-

ports, .Curriculum, Curriculum Develop-
ment, Elementary Education, "Elementary
School Mathematics, "Elementary School
Supervisors, Inservice Programs, Instruc-
tional Materials, Learning Activities,

..Mathematics Education, *Problem Solv-
ing, TeaCher Education

Identifiers*Calculators, National Science
Foundation
Five regiOnal conferences designed for

elementary supervisors anCI elementary
mathematics educators were , held in Ohio.
The purposes of the conferences were: (1) to
provide direction on the effective use of the
calculator in the elementary school clas-
sroom; (2) to re-emphasize the importance of
problem solving as a major curricular out-
come; (3) to explore the interaction of the two
areas and their relationship to the current
emphasis on the basics; and (4) to establish
links between supervisors and mathematics
educators in each region for continuing cur-
riculum development and improving instruc-
tional practice. Contents 6f this report in-
clude: (1) announcement and application
forms; (2) sample schedules of the confer-
ences:, (3) conference evaluation forms and
data from the evaluation; and (4) resource
packets including papers presented or dis-
cussed at the conferences, sample materials.
and transparency masters, (Author/MP)

MATH ANXIETY

ED 162 899 SE 025 428
Doyle. Mercedes Graesser, Arthur, 11
Mathematical Problem Speces of the

Mathematically Anxious and the
mathematically Comfortable. Paper Pre-
sented at a Meeting of the' Western
Psychological Association, San Francisco,
California, April 1978.

Spons AgencyCalifornia State Univ., Fuller-
ton.

Pub Date-78
Note-23p., Not available in hard copy due to

marginal legibility of original document
EDRS Price MF-$0.83 Pius Postage. He Not

Available from EDRS.
DescriptorsAlgebra, 'Anxiety, 'ColTege

Mathematics. "Concept Formation, 'Edu-
cational Research, Error Patterns, Higher
Education, Mathematics Education, 'Prob-
lem Solving. "Research

IdentifiersResearch Reports
Verbal protocols were collected from

math-anxious and math-comfortable college
students while they solved algebra problems.
These protocols were then examined for dif-
ferences in problem-solving processes. Dif-
ferences occurred in the use of two basic

trategies: generating values and symbolic
transformations. The data suggest that for the
math-anxious students the reaf problem is not
numerical; rather, it is the inability to apply
symbolic procedures. (MP)
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Benton, Barbara L.
Math Avoidance and Pursuit of Fantasy

Careers.
Pub Date-79
Note-37p.; Paper presented at the Annual

Meeting of the American Educational Re-
search Association (San Francisco,
California, April 8-12, 1979)

Pub TypeReports - . Research (143)
Speeches/Meeting Papers (150)

EDRS Price - MFO1FPCO2 Plus Postage.
DiacriptorsAcadernic Aspiration, *Career

Choice. *College Students, *Comparative
Analysis, 'Fantasy, Females, Males,
'Mathematics, .Cluetionnaires, Research,
"Self Concept, Statistical Studies

Identifiers"Mathematics Anxiety
Math avoidance has been hypothesized as

related to career choice restrictions'. Few at-
tetnpts have been made, however, to assess
the celative importance of the various com-
ponents of math avoidance to career choice.
Furthermore, it has been implied that persons
fearful of math not only avoid specific careers
but also reject careers that are otherwise seen
as desirable. The purpose of this study was to
examine the relative influence of seNkiral
hypothesized correlates of Math avoidance
on academic major and career choice; and on
fantasy career pursuit and rejection for men
and women. One hundred twenty-nine un-
dergraduate students responded to a per-
sonal data sheet and to two questionnaires:
(1) The Mathematics Attitudes Scales-tRen-
nema arid Sherman. 1976); and (2) the Career
Aspiration Scales, developed for this study.
Five MAS scales discriminated groups by sex
and major. Pursuers and rejectors dif fered by
.sex and major but not by attitudes toward
math. Males and females differed on reasons
for rejecton of fantasy careers and on career
discrepancies, (A bibliography is appended )
(Author/CT)
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House. Peggy A.
Mathematics Anxiety and the Minnesota

Talented Youth Mathematics Project.
Pub Date-79
Note-24p.: Paper presented at the annual
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hard copy due to marginal legibility of orig-
inal document
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Descriptors Academic Ac hievement. Affec-
tive Behavior. 'Eduoational Research.
Gifted, Junior High School Students, Learn-
ing Motivation, Mathematics Education.
'Research. *Secondary School Mathema-
tics. *Sex Differences. 'Student Attitudes.
'Talented Students
This paper presented at the 1979 meeting of

the American Educational Research Associa-
tion (AERA), investigates the affective charac-
teristics of 120 junior high school students
who participated in one or both of the first two
programs of Minnesota Talented Youth
Mathematics Project (MTYMP). The first year
program of 1976-77 was in algebra I and II,
and the second year program of 1977-78:was

in geometry-trigonometry. Students were
selected by their aptitude test scores' in an
annual talent search. No sex differences in
achievement among these extremely talented
youths have been found. However, the attri-
tion by girls, especially after the first year, has
been disproportionately high. Also, the at-
titudinal changes do exhibit sex differences.
These results suggest that affective variables
do affect the motivation and future plans of
talented students. (HM)
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the Secondary School.
Pub DateApr 79
Note-15p.: Paper presented at the annual

meeting of the American Educational Re-
search, Association (San Francisco.
California, April 8-12, 1979); Not available in
hard copy due to marginal legibility of orig-
inal document

Pub TypeSpeeches/Meeting Papers (150)
MRS Price - MFO1 Plus Postage. PC Not Ay-

alleble from EDRS.
Descriplors"Achievement, *Anxiety, 'At-

titudes, Classroom Environment,
*Mathematics Education, Motivation, Sec-
ondary Education. ;Secondary School
Mathematics, "Sex Differences

Identifiers*American Educational Re-
search Association 6

This study indicates that 'Oghth graderS
have higher mathermatics anxiety than
eleventh graders, and boys have higher
mathematics anxiety than girls. Eighth-grade
classes with high mathematics anxiety tend to
have high motivation in mathematics, but
tend to see mathematics as not very useful in
society. Both grade levels show a positive re-
lattopship between class mathematics anxi-
ety and both friction and favoritism in the
clasSroom, and a negative relationship bet-
ween class mathematics anxiety and both
class mathematics achievement and the per-
ceived difficulty of the class. (MP)
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tlmore, Patricia 8, Vast,, Ellen S.
A Speclyum Analysis of Attitudes Toward

Mathematics:Multifaceted Research Find-.
Ingo.

Pub DateApr 79
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search Association (San Francisco.
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casional light and broken type
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DescriptorsAchievement. *Anxiety. 'At-

titudes. "Career Oppo4tinities. Higher
Education. Mathematics Curriculum.
*Mathematics Education, Mathematics In-
struction, *Research. Secondary Educa-
tion, Statistics. Symposia

Identifiers-- "AmeriCan Educational Re-
search Association
This symposium includes five presenta-

tions of studies of mathematics attitudes at
three educational levels: junior high, post-
secondary, and graduate school. The studies
have implications in the fields of mathematics
education, educational research, academic
advisement, and career counseling. The
studies identify the extent of the problem of
mathematics anxiety of avoidance. Abstracts
of the papers are presented. Paper topics in-
clude, (1) a study of the attitudes of junior
high school students toward mathematics: (2)



t

ent's attitudes toward mathematics and
oir relationship to learning in required

thematics courses in selected postsecon-
ry institutions: (3) mathematics attitudes:

n intervention study: (4) math anxiety: its
Impact on graduate level statistics achieve-

ment: and (5) math avoidance and pursuit of
fantasy careers. (MP)
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44helps, James And Others
nterpretive Manual. The First Report of the
1977-78 Michigan Educational Assess-
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Michigan State Dept. of Education. Lansing.
Pub Date(78)
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Descriptors"Achievement Tests, Criterion
Referenced Tests, "Educational Assess-
ment, *Educational Objectives. Elementary
Secondary Education, Grade 4, Grade 7,
Grade 10. Information Utilization, Mathe-
matics, Minimum Competency Testing,
Reading, *State Programs, *Testing Pro-
grams, "Test Interpretation

IdentifiersMichigan, *Michigan Educa-
tional Assessment Program
The Michigan Educational Assessment

Program (MEAP) was designed to provide in-
formation on the extent to which Michigan-
students have attained minimal performance
objectives. This manual Was written to help
local Michigan school district staff read.
interpret, and use MEAP data. The 1977-78
MEAP provided objective-referenced
achievement measures in reading and math-
emetics for every fourth arid seventh grade at
the distnct, building, classroom, and student
levels. A voluntary, statewide pilot projejrt was
also conducted in grade ten. The reading and
mathematics objectives which were mea-
sured in grades four, seven, and ten are ap-
pended, including item numbers for each ob-
jective. Explanations are given of the indi-
vidual students report, the classroom report,
the school or district summary. the test item
analysis, and feeder school and research
code reports, Results are not furnished.
Schopl district personnel are advised to use
the data to: (1) determine which Michigan
minimal objectives were taught in which
grades: (2) determine which schools had low-
est attainment rates and develop strategies to
meet ihese needs; (3) administer post tests of
those high priority objectives not attained in
September; (4) select one or two schools wil-
ling to become demonstration sites; (5)
analyze other test data available to the district
and relate them to MEAP results. (Authori
JAC)
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An Evaluation of the Oregon System in

Mathematics Education, Final Report.
Capla Associates. Inc., flochelle Park. N.J.
Spons AgencyNational Seience Founda-

tion. Washington, D.C.
Pub Date 15 Oct 78
Note-185p.; Contains occ1Jiht and

broken type,
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Descriptors "Educational Assessment, *Ef-

fective Teaching, Elementary Secondary

aduceeion, Evaluation, Higher Education,
"Mathematics aducation, Preservice Edu-
cation. 'Program Validation. 'Research,
State Programs. *TeaCher Education,
Teaching Skills

Identifiers *Research Reports
The Oregon System in Mathematics Educa-

tion (OSME) was a five-year "systems experi-
ment" to improve mathematics education on
a statewide basis: The major purposes of this
present study were to determine the effec-
tiveness and impact of OSME and a "sys-
tems" approach and to address questions of
future 'replicability .The evaluation focused
on thrste broad concerns: (1) to what extent
clid .NSF funding of OSME result in an effec-
tive systems model for achieving program
'mprovement an a statewide basis?: (2) what
was the impact of OSME on teachers And stu-
dents? ; and (3) what project elements had the
greatest potentitl for transportability? The
conclusions include:, (1) OSME was a suc-
cessful program improvement effort; and (2)
the tactors that made it Work include its
openness, inclusiveness; flexibility, and trust
in project participants_ (MP)
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Achievement in Reading & Mathematics, 6th

Grade.
Texas Education Agency, Austin
Pub Date-78
Note-61p.: For related documerits, see TM
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age.

DescriptorsAcademic ',. Achievement.
*Achievement Rating, Behayioral Objec-

. lives, Educational Assessment, *Elemen-
tary SChool Mathematics. Grade 6, Inter=
mediate Grades. Norm Referenced Tests.
*Perfo rmance Faaors, *Reading Achieve-
ment. *State Surveys, 'Student Charac-
teris s, Test Results, Vocabulary

kienti ' rsCalifornia Achievement Tests,
Texa *Texas Assessment Project
Results of a survey using norm referenced

tests of reading and mathematics for a large
sample of sixth grade students throughout
Texas are reported in detail. Statewide results
are reported in terms ot percentile ranks of
average partial and total scores and in the
percentage of students in each quarter of the
norms. ,For each of 20 districts in the state,
ethnic group percentages (blacks. Mexican
American. and other) and percentile ranks are
given_ Data are also given for sex, type of
school district, family i'ncorne, special stu-
dents, and for certain combinations of the
above groups. Appendices list essential read-
ing and mathematics objectives; labels arid
definitions for categories used in sifying
data: arid scaled scores, percentile ranks. and
grade eqvivalents for reading and mathemat-
ics scores for all groups, (CTM)
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Connecticut Assessment of Educational

Progress: Mathematics, 1976-77 Summary
Report.

National Evaluation Systems. Inc., Amherst,
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Spons AgencyConnecticut State Dept, of
Education, Hartford. Bureau of Research,
Planning. and Evaluation.

Pub OateSep 77
Note--68p.; For related document, see SE
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Descriptors*.Achievement, Age Differ-
ences, 'Comparative Analysis, *Educa-
tional Assessment, Elementary Secondary
Education, Group Norms, *Mathematics
Education, Rural Urban Differences, Sex
Differences, "Test Results

Identifiers'Connecticut
In this document, the major outcomesof 'a

study are reported, focusing primarily on the
mathematics achievement results. The sec-
tions of Part I discuss performance on goal
areas and objectives; comparisons. of
achievement among .groups'ot students
within each age level, 9-, 13-,, and 17-year-
olds; comparisons of the achievement of
Connecticut students with that of students
nationally; the results of each item by age,
sex, religion, and size of community wittiin
the state. Part II contains discussions and
recommendations in the followin areas:
math concepts, computation, mea rement,
problem solving and applications, c rts and
graphs, and geometry. (MP)
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Report: 1978 Wisconsin' Pupil Assessment

Program. Bulletin No. 8169. .
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Madison.
Pub Date-78
Note-31p,
Pub TypeNumerical/quantitative Data (110)

Reports - Research (143)
EDRS Price - MF01/PCO2 Pius Postage.
Descriptors--"Aoademic Achievement, A

Differences, Basic Skills, Calculati
*Educational Assessment, Educational
Trends, Elementary Secondary Education.
*Mathemetics, National Norms, Practical
Mathematics, Program Attitudes, *State
Programs, "State Standards, Student At-
titudes, Testing Programs, 'Test Results

tdentifiersCompreherisive Tests of Basic
Skills, Wisconsin
The 1978 Wisconsin assessment program,

involving students in grades 4, 8, and 12, fo-
cused upon: (1) state-developed tests refer-
enced to state objectives for computation and
everyday moneYvend measurement skills: (2)
the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills:
mathematics, reading, and language; (3)
comparison of results of the 1976, 197, and
1978 assessment; and (4) relationship of at-
titudes toward mathematics and previous
training to scores on the state-developed
tests (grades 8 arid 12 only). Fourth graders
averaged above the 80th percentile irr all
areas of the-state-developed tests: 8th grade
students averaged between 51 and 90% cor-
rect; and seniors averaged between 60 and
95% correct. Both seniors and eighth graders
had difficulty with fractions. For the third
consecutive year. CTBS scores remained
above the national norm. Although there was
little variation on the state tests for all three
grades, the 1978 C-113S scores of grades 4 and
8 declined and were similar to those of 1976.
Attitudes toward mathematics were positively
related to scores on the state test and to ex-
tent of post training, Both eighth and twelfth
graders generally felt that their courses were
applicable to everyday situations, (CP)
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riences.
Cortland-Madison Board of Cooperative

Educational Services. Cortland, N.Y.
Pub DateFeb 78
Note-30p.



Available from Cortland-Madison
B.O.C.E.S. Outdoor-Environmental Ed.
Program. McEvoy Educatioeal Center',
Courtland: t4ine York 33045 ($1.00)

EDRS Price MF-$0.83 HC42.06 Plus Pott-
age.

Desert ptors*Activities. Discovery Learning,
Educational Philosophy, Environmental
Education, Experiential Learning, *Field
Instruction, Field Trips, Games, Interdiscip-
linary Approach, *Outdoor Education.
Planning, 'Resource Materials, Sensory
Experience, Teacher Improvement,
'Teaching Guides, *Teaching Techniques

Identifiers"Strand Approach to Environ-
mental Education
Since research indicates teachers gener-

ally lack confidence in their ability to conduct
lessons in the outdoors and feel Inadequate
regarding knowledge -of the natural world,.
this guide has been developed to build
teacher confidence in utilizing the outdoors.
Designed to be used in ,conjunction with a
practicurn workshop, this guide presents
techniques which can be dereonstrated and
practiced in a workeop situation. The follow-
ing are addressed: philosophical background
of outdoor education, educational assump-
tions (learning by doing. use of all senses,
individual and unique ways of learning, learn-
ing by association, the importance of needing
to, learrr, 'self discovery learning, group
dynamics emphasis): the strand approach to
environmental education (interdisciplinary
learning incorporating variety similarities.
patterns, interaction interdependence, con-
tinuity change, and adaptationfavaluation);
seneory approach (use of all senses): plan-
ning field trips (pre-trip preparation, post-trip
evaluation, check lists, etc.): activities (strand
approach illustrated via activities for each of
the five strands listed above, sensory eta
preach activities, discovery approach ac-
tivities, acclimatizing activities, arid miscel-
laneous activities). Among the many activities
listed are the following: empathizing ac-
tivities, and miscellaneous activities. Among
the many activities listed are the following:
emphathizing with natural phenomena-role
playing a tree: prickly-tickly (find something
that prickles and something that tickles): the
toed chain game. a bug's eye view (how the
world looks to a bug) (JC)
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Descriptors.---*Conservation Educetion, 'En-

vironmental Education Field Trips, 'Lead-
ers Guides, 'Outdoor Education, 'Science
Education, Work Study Programs

Identifiers " Youth Conservation Corps
This guide is written for Youth Conserva-

tion Corps (YCC) unit managers and staff It

provides philosophies, concepts, methods.
and techniques for integrating environmental
awareness in YCC camp programs The first
chapter of this sourcebook defines environ-
mental education and gives six goals ot en-
vironmental education that were a result of a
workshop rield in Belgrade. Yugoslavia in
1975 The next chapter discusses planning an
environmental awareness program It goes
into plannino projects. held trips, group liv-

ing, and recreation. Emph s s is given to in-
tegrating environmental a a eness into work
projects. Chapter three -prsents activities to
strengthen team work in th YCC program. It
gives examples of solving problem through
group-interactIon, role-plait-1g games. the
process and problem olv1ng approach to
learning, and teachino proc s skills. The re-
maining chapters present ecological princi-
ples and environmental c hcepts, an en-
vironmental awareness scorecard for evaluat-
ing student progress, a diectission of urban
youth arid the YCC, and th roles of Federal
and State agencies. (BB)
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A Guide tor Teaching Region:4i Environmen-

tal Planning, Final Report ot Project.- In-
service Personnel Developmntt Regional
Environmental Planning Workshops tor
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and Mathematics Teaching Ce

Spons AgencyOffice of Educatior\( HEW),
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Pub DateSept 78
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Descriptors*Environmental Education, Eh-

vironmental influences. Inservice Teactt
Education. *Instructional Materials, Learra
ing Activities, Natural Resources. *Reg-
ional Planning, Resource Materials. *Sec
ondary Education, *Teaching Guides
This guide is designed for teachers, ad-

ministrators, inservice leaders, and teaoper
educators. Its purpose is to provide are or-
ganizational framework. material, arid re-
sources for the development of instructional
plans and strategies for incorporating reg-
ional environmental planning in the secon-
dary school curriculum. The guide is divided
into three major parts. The first relates the
role of regiogal environmental plenning in
solving some of today's environmental prob-
lems. The second part defines and describes
regional environmental planning. It covers
transportation. water suppl t. pollution con-
trol, waste disposal, and material recycling
The third part presents steps in introducing
regional environmental planning into the
school or community education programs in-
formation sou'rces. implementation
guidelines, and sample activities are in-
cluded (Author MA)

raphic and cl matic factors on the food indus-
try; (3) Describe the role of transportation in
the distribution of food; (4) Explain the rela-
tionship between food and population; (5) Re-
late food production and processing lo
energy use; (6) Suggest some solutions to
alleviate world hunger; (7) Analyze the rela-
tionship between food and econontics: (8) In-
vestigate the political aepects of frioci dis-
tribution; (0) Analyze the relationship bet-
ween agricelture and land use; and (10) Iden-
tify factors causing world-wide concern
about food. The activities, are organized
under each objectiye by problem area, grade
level, and subject or course of study. This
publication is a part of the "Enyironment and
Quality of Life" series of Computer Based Re-
source Units that have been developed under
the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, Title III. (MR)'
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Pub Date-75
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Descriptors Climatic Factors, Conservation

(Environment), Curriculum Enrichment,
'Curriculum Guides, Ecology, Educational
Objectives, 'Elementary Secondary Educa-

k,
tion Energy, 'Environmental Education,

valuation Criteria, *Experiential Learning,
Fteld Trips, 'Instructional Materials. *Out-
door Education, Plant Identification. *Sci-
ente Activities, Science Course Improve-
ment Project, Science Experiments, 'Sci-
ence Instruction. Sensory Experience, Soil
Science

Identifiers--Elementary Secondary Educa-
tion Act Title III. 'Upper Mississippi River
ECO Center
Fourth in the series "101 Environmental

Education Activities- by the Upper Missis-
sippi River ECO-Center, the booklet contains
39 environment-based science activities di-
rected to students in primary, intermediate,
and junior high classes. Organization of the
activities usually indludes grade level, obiec-
twos, procedures, and materials, evaluation
criteria. end sometimes includes hints and
follow-uncteeties as well. In mineral. em-
phasis is placed on learning about soils,
weather, various life forms, ecological and
environmental relationships; conservation;
natural phenomena, and on enhancing the
students powers of observation, sensory
awareness, and awareness of environmental
problems Activities include science and
energy surveys, weather observations and
predictions. soil study and analysis. tree
study, plant and animal observations, and
specimen collection. Field trips to forest.
timber, marsh, and river areas as well as new
housing devel6pments and waste disposal
plants help students examine many aspects
of their environment from the point ot view of
various scienoes (SB)
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Pub Date-171j
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Descriptors 'Activity Units. Ecology.

Economics. 'Food. interdisciplinary Ap-
proach, Lend Use. Objectives. Resource Al-
locations, Units of Study. 'World Problems
This publication presents classroom ac-

tivities for teaching about ihe world food
shortage These activities are organized by
objectives. are multidisciplinary and cover
the K-12 grade levels The objectives listed
include. (1) Describe some food chains, (2)
Appraise the effect of soil corAitions. oeog-
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Written for use with students in grades nine

through twelve, this handbook links natural
ecological issues with language arts instruc-
tion. It contains a series of lesson plans.
each offering a number of suggested learning
activities for use both in and out of class. The
lessons are built around 12 maior environ-
mental concepts that form a framework for
each subject area. In addition, each lesson
offers subject area integration, multidiscipli-

: nary -activities, cognitive and affective be-
havioral objectives, and suggested reference
and resource materials for both the teacher
nd students. (FL)
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This notebook serves as a guide for learn-

ing activities in environmental education.
Twelve themes are treated in four groups; (1)
sense of place includes history and land-
scape; (2) the natural environment covets air.
water, energy, and landforms; (3) the built
environment includes architecture, transpor-
tation, and tiousing; and (4) the social envi-
ronment covers population, politics, and
planning.. Each unit contains a theme sheet
arid a topic outline. Many units also contain
worksheets and activity guidelines, (MC)
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The objective of Project SCATE (Students

Concerned About Tomorrow's Environment)
is for students to investigate environmental
problems and the political processes involved
in their solution. The four identified areas of
concern are: (1) land use policy development;
(2) air and water quality; (3) energy allocation
and consemption; and (4) economic consid-
erations related to the quality of life. This
document .contains instructiOnal -units, in-
cluding objectives and activities, centering
around the four concerns. Unit titles are: (1)
identifying a problem; (2) Clearly stating a
problem; (3) Determining testable and non-
testabje statements; (4) Generalizing; (5)
Modef Assembly; (6) Land Use; (7) Discover-
ing a biological community; (8) Children's
forest, controversy; (9) Great swamp; and (10)
Urban studiese (TM)
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This publication contains descriptions of

the winning entries to the National Science
Teachers Association (NSTA) Teacher Par-
ticipation Contest conducted in 1976, This
was a nationwide contest for the design of
activities around energy themes at any grade
level, K-12. The ten winning entries described
here are: (1) Energy Units for Primary Grades;
(2) Aluminum Recycling Experiment; (3)
Energy in Art and Energy is All Around Us4; (4)
Black Gold; (5) Energy, Economy, Education;
(6) Local Investigation in Container Use; (7)
Kill A Watt; (8) Idea, Designing an Energy-
Efficient House; (9) Solar Heating and Cool-
ing; and (10) tivi,rlg with Wind Power. _Many of
these winners are designed for the senior
high school. Each one has included a brief
summary of what the activity teaches, what
the students do. and how the activity might fit
into the existing curriculum (MR)
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Identifiers---"lowa
This document reports on the lowa De-

partment of Public Instruction plan to integ-
rate energy education into elementary and
secondary programs. This plan includes the
development of energy conservation activity
packets. The packet contain a variety of inter-
disciplinary activities, accompanying work-
sheets, visuals, and annotated children and
teacher bibliographies for grades K-6. Also
included in the plan is the Mankato State Uni-
versity Energy Program which is designed te
acquaint teachers with some classroom pro-
jects that can be done by students in grades
7-12, and give teachers an extended class-
room project in which students evaluate the
energy consumption of their school. Finally,
this repoit presents the results of a question-
naire designed to assess the present energy
programs and perceived energy needs of
Iowa secondary school teachers. The domin-
ant concerns of the teachers surveyed were
energy conservation and the political and So-
cial aspects of energy problems. (98)
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After a brief introduction entitled "Where

Does the Energy WeAlse Come From," this
unit presents 86 activities. Each activity gives
the title, concept, objectives, subject area,
level, time involved, materials needed, proce
dures, and related career activities. Topics
cover everything from housing insulation to
alterniite sources of energy to energy use by
appliances and automobiles. The activities
include game playing, science experiments,
surveys, field trips. and others. The unit con-
cIttdes with a bibliography. (BB)
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This publication provides a broad overview

of energy arid related issues for teachers and
others who want to improve their understand-
ing of these issues. Included in this publica-
tion are discussions of: (1) elementary



physics related to energy; (2) energy sources,
including topics such as renewable and non-
renewable resources and fossil fuels; (3)
energy uses in the U.S.; (4) thermodynamics;
(5) space heating; (6) energy conservation;
and (7) socioeconomic aspects of the energy
crisis. The last section entitled
Consumption/Life Style is designed for social
science teachers and discusses the effects of
population increases on natural resources
and social values. Diagrams and tables are
provided to illustrate, among other things: (1)
energy consumption rates of various electric
appliances; (2)energy uses by economic sec-
tor; (3) U.S. energy flow from source to work
and waste; and (4) the flow of energy to and
from earth. (MR
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This publication is an energy curriculum for

grades 7 through 9. In each of the six modules
a number of activities are provided. The mod-
ule titles are: (1) Energy: What is it About?: (2)
Energy: Where Does it Go?; (3) Energy: Its
Present Sources; (4) Energy:. Policy and
Prospects; (5) Energy: Is There Another
Way? ; and (6) Energy: How Can I Help'? Ob-
jectives, explanations of what to do, and
teacher's notes are given for each activity.
Where needed, diagrams, tables and other
teaching aids are provided for direct copying.
The typesof activities range from simple lab
experiments to group discussions. Other fea-
tures of this Piiblicltion include a bibliog-
raphy, a list of possible audio-visual aids, and
an attitude survey to help measure the effect

*of these energy education materials. This cur-
riculum is designed to be an interdisciplinary
and fairly complete energy education prog-
ram which ultimately brings students to
energy conserving. lifestyles. However,
teachers may easily adapt modules and ac-
tivities to fit their own designs. (MR)
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This annotated bibliography lists publica-
tions and audiovisual Materials devoted to
renewable energy sources: sun, wind, water
and biomass. A few general texts are indluded
that present concepts fundamental to all
energy sources. Materials were selected to be
adaptable to classroom, workshops, and
training sessions. Also, many do-it-yourself
consumer/home owner materials are in-
eluded. Technical books are listed as they
may be useful to students and professionals.
Publications are, grouped by grade level.
Fiftns, videocassettes. slide shows, and
filmstrips are listed according to energy
source subject. Prices, sources, and grade
level are giveb with the description of each
audiovisual item (Author/MR)
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